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We have seasons, but they are relatively mild, with-

out the harsh extremes that often disrupt busi-
ness elsewhere. This means year-round

high-level spending, with a diversified
economy, as a center for government,

business, recreation, education, and
industry. Few stations, we are

told, dominate their markets
as do we in WCTV-land, but

you probably have your
own figures to prove

this...and we're
total color

equipped, too!

LAND OF
YEAR-ROUND

GOOD LIVING,

GOOD BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE
THOMASVILLE



COMPETENT ... CANDID ... COMPLETE!
Sportscasting: Designed for Milwaukee

Whether it's: Hold that line! You're out at first! Forty/love! Hole -in -one! Or - Winner by a TKO -
Milwaukeeans look to WTMJ-TV for comprehensive coverage of all types of sports. Reliable coverage,
written and edited by a team of pros with an impressive track record in reporting. Balanced
sports programming at every level. Local. State. National. International. No wonder area
viewers consistently look to WTMJ-TV for the best in sports -
casting* .. . Designed for Milwaukee. Shouldn't you? WTMJ-TV
'A. C. Nielsen Co., Jan., Feb., March, June, 1967: (6:00-6:15 P.M., Mon. -Fri.). COLOR IN MILWAUKEE
The Milwaukee lemma) Station  NBC in Milwaukee  Represented by. Narrinplon. Righter a Parsons - New York  Chicago  San Francisco Atlanta Boston  Si. Louis  Los Angeles

/I
WTMJ TV
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loyce is as big as Marvin.

At John Blair & Company,
we offer the same top quality
services to every time buyer
in the business.
Marvin Antonowsky is Vice President and
Director of Media Research at J.Walter
Thompson. Each year, Marvin is responsible
for placing 67 million dollars worth of spot
television. Joyce LaTerre buys spot television
at J.Walter Thompson, too. About 4 million
dollars worth.
When Marvin calls Blair Television, it may
involve long-range planning. When Joyce
calls, she may want hot I. D.'s in three cities.
At Blair, it's a big deal when Marvin calls.
And it's a big deal when Joyce calls.
Big -budget time buyers and small -budget time
buyers get the same service, the same careful
attention at John Blair & Company.
So will you.

BLAIR TELEVISION
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CAMERA

The

Technique

Of the MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA

by
H. Mario Raimondo Souto

Mr. Souto, one of the world's
foremost authorities on the motion
picture camera, has put together the
perfect textbook for both the pro-
fessional and amateur cameraman.

This book is the first comprehensive
study of the modern film camera
in all its forms, from 70mm giants
to the new Super 8s. Comparative
material is included on virtually all
film cameras available from the
U.S.A., Britain, France, Russia, Ja-
pan and other countries.

Techniques of filming, from hand
held cameras to cameras mounted
in airplanes and helicopters are
thoroughly covered.

Profusely illustrated with easy -to -
read line drawings.

Hard covered, 263 pages with index
and glossary as well as comparative
charts.

$14.50 each

TELEVISION AGE BOOKS
1270 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find $ for copies of "The
Technique of the Motion Picture Camera."
Name

Address

City

State Zip ..
Add 504 per copy for postage and handling.
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01 THE SALARY GAME: FIND YOUR BRACKET
Media department personnel can play by comparing their pay
with others via a new TELEVISION AGE survey.

LESS ROOM AT THE TOP

Although women hold more agency executive jobs than ever
before, they must fight harder to get there.

26 THERE'S SOMETHING SPECIAL HAPPENING LOCALLY t.

Institutional advertisers are investing more in local primetime
specials-and they want consistent exposure.

28 CRONKITE SPEAKS SOFTLY BUT . . .

CBS news correspondent 'wonders' about certain station prac-
tices in carrying (or not carrying) network news.

30 BEST FOODS' BEST FOOT FORWARD

After a dozen years, the company has cracked network tele-
vision with its clean-cut College Queen Pageant.
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&tit KBOI-TV
Sell IDAHO!

KBOI-TV Boise serves Idaho's

capital . . . the state's key

retail and distribution

center. Boise's influence

extends to every part

of Idaho

KBOI-TV reaches more

homes, men and women

from 7:00AM to 1:00AM

than any other Idaho

television station.

NSI & ARB Feb -Mar. '67. Au-
dience measurements ore esti-
mates only, based on data
supplied by indicated sources
and subject to the strengths
0,,c1 limitations thereof

co
TELEVISION

Channel 2 CBS
BOISE

'I'll E h:Arrz AGENCY., INC.
National Representatives
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wonder
whatever

became of
Good Old Roger?

You remember Roger-
the kid in the media department.
You know-the kid who always
asked all those questions.

eN

That's right! The eager one.
Always had his nose buried in a
stack of figures or a trade
magazine-usually Television Age.



Good Old Roger
became the boss.

Yep! He's still asking questions.
Still watching the figures . . . still
reading Television Age.

Only, now he's runningthe show.
Come to think of it. He was asking

about you the other day.
Why don't you call on Roger

with your message in Television Age
so good old Roger doesn't have to

wonder whatever
became of you?

TelevisionAge

TELEVISION AGE MEETS THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE WHO SPEND OVER 51.000.000,000 IN TELEVISION ANNUALLY



Q,LL EYES ARE ON

Lae

in Cincinnati - WLW-T
Dayton- WLW-D
Columbus- WLW-C
Indianapolis- WLW-I

ASK YOUR

CC
MAN

how Paul Dixon, Bob Braun,
Vivienne Della Chiesa, Johnny
Gilbert, Spook Beckman, can
sell harder for you-close to
40 hours of live variety pro-

gramming per week.

Live Sell makes your advertising
dollars work harder.

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

Letter from the Publisher

Media executives' salaries
The study on buyers' and media directors' salaries (page

21) illustrates what has been happening in the agency busi-
ness these past few years.

Six years ago, TELEVISION AGE did a study on salaries in
agencies in the same job categories. The average came out
to $6900 a year. On the basis of the current study, almost
25 percent of the buyers in the large agencies are making
more than $10,000 a year and a little over 50 percent are
making between $7500-10,000 annually.

There is no question, however, that the buyer stature in
the past few years has been enhanced both as to salary (re-
flecting general economic conditions) and as to function.
The computer was generally regarded at the outset as the
mortal enemy of the buyer who would face a computerized,
mechanized operation.

Actually, those agencies which are becoming fairly sophis-
ticated in the use of computers for various facets of their
operation have found that the proper use of the computer
gives the buyer more time to assess markets, stations and
demographics. There is no major agency which has cut down
on its number of buyers because of computer installation.

Taking another look at the figures, it is easy to realize why
the buyer turnover is so heavy. TELEVISION AGE studies re-
veal that over 30 percent of the buyers change jobs in a year.
Where do they go? Some shift to other agencies for more
money, some go over the great divide to selling. But many
move rapidly forward in their own agency --if they have the
ability. And here is where the chips are. As our survey points
out, 65 percent of the middle management group receive
from $12,500 to $25,000 a year.

The computer and the rating services give the buyer more
expertise than he ever had before. With the addition of demo-
graphics and plenty of useful figures, the buyer has some
valuable tools. The computers are a great advantage, but
they need more detailed programming. When the buyer is
buying short flights in many markets, the computer can add
to the speed of the buy. But the buyer still has to make the
ultimate considered judgment. He is the fellow who signs
the order.

Cordially,

10 1Television Age, November 20, I



Letters
to the
Editor

vey/Snaith: design is design

he article Art Directors vs. Pack -
Designers (TELEVISION AGE.

Ater 231, made lively reading

I though some of the statements

development.
ou tackled a broad subject.
ether or not the art director or
package designer is better quali-
to develop packaging programs
down to which has the great -

skill in balancing the marketing
ds against all other considera-
ts of distribution and production.
)esign is design, whether it is
ctised on Madison Avenue or one
:lc away on Park Avenue. Except
one of those quoted who admit -
to "violent prejudice," all your

cialists might sit down to talk
tut packaging problems, and you

wild have to issue red and green
( is to tell them apart.
felevision presentation of the final

piaging is not the only function
the package. Doubtless. it is the

pine promotional and sales in-
s (mew. But that the costly. care-
s I v -tinted. expensively -mounted
rkaging program for products to

reproduced in billion quantities
suild be adjusted to the needs of

camera is a little like asking
t housing industry to stop building,

until someone reviews the set de-

signs at Lincoln Center.
Even Julie Christie needs make-up

to go on camera. We have been ad -
j usting packages of our design for tv
viewing since Bob Hope first held
up a Pepsodent tube and carton.
It's no trouble at all, and the least
expense of the many steps in prod-
uct presentation.

Contrary to one opinion in the

article. Lowey/Snaith is not far
away from the word -and -picture
world. This was just not the subject
of discussion. Word -and -picture. as
thousands of facing prove, is a con-
siderable aspect of package develop-
ment.

ELIZABETH REESE

Sr. Vice President
Raymond Loewy/William Snaith Inc.

Nen. York. V.Y. 10019

Next one will be better
I thought your article L hf's Chang-

ing Face (TELEVISION AGE, August
1 was one of the best done on
the emerging uhfs yet.

RICHARD C. BLOCK

Vice President
Kaiser Broadcasting

Oakland, Calif. 94604

Stanton praises

The news issue (TELEVISION AGE,

August 11) deals with a subject to
which we devote much of our work-
ing day-and night-and I am
pleased that you found it worthy of
full -issue treatment.

FRANK STANTON

President
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

New York, N.Y. 10019

 SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE

Television Age
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Subscription
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Malta has more

In reference to Television Around
The World (TELEVISION AGE, July
3), we should like to point out that

the television set count at the end
of July, 1967 was 40,090 as per offi-
cial Government returns, and not 32,-
000 as the article stated.

The estimate of the de facto popu-
lation, according to the same official
source, was 318,747 at the end of
June. The set penetration figure as
per your formula should therefore
read 126 sets per 1,000 population,
not 97.

J. A. SOLER
The Malta Television Service, Ltd.

Gwardamanga, Malta

Who discovered MACS?
In the article on Barret L. Alley

(Profile, TELEVISION AGE, October
23), there is a reference to the be-
ginnings of MACS (Media Account
Control System) which is misleading
by implication if not by direct state-
ment.

The article states that Barret Alley
discovered MACS in Los Angeles
and that several other agencies will
be using it in the near future.

It is a matter of record that MACS
has a dual development on the part
of Carson/Roberts and Informatic=.
both in concept and design, and the
system has in fact been in use at
Carson/Roberts since June, 1966-
exactly one year before the pilot
test in Kenyon & Eckhardt's San
Francisco office that Alley speak,
of.

I'm sure Mr. Alley's obvious en-
thusiasm for MACS led to this un-
fortunate implication and that he

would be the first to want the rec-
ord straight.

EDDIE SMARDAN

Media Director
Carson/Roberts, Inc.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

Compliments from Fisher

I thought your publication did a
first-rate job on In the Picture (TEL-

EVISION AGE, August 14). The quota-
tions were accurate, and the whole
flavor of the article was consistent

ith the hay l gave it to your writer.
HERBERT FISHER

Vice President
Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc.

Birmingham, Mich. 48008

it 11,1.11 Age, November 20, 11
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a new name in the rep business...
well, almost

The Hollingbery Company Television Station Representative. Sound familiar? It
should. The George P. Hollingbery Company has been in the radio and television
station representation business for over 32 years.

But in October we made a number of changes. Most important, we bought our
Company from George. We then restructured our sales organization. We put in
an entirely new Sales Control system. We moved our home office from Chicago
to New York. Now all salesmen in all offices are selling television 100 per cent
of the time.

In fact, we made go many changes, we thought we'd better keep our new
name about the same so our friends would recognize us. HI

THE HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
500 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036 Telephone, 695-5560

12 Television Age, November 20,1



WHAT'S AHEAD BEHIND THE SCENES Tele-scope
Commercial tv in France swells and shrinks

Early jubilation in international advertising circles
over the imminence of an opening of French tv to com-
mercials may have been premature. The 10 minutes of
clustered commercials a night foreseen in the budget
presented to the Chamber of Deputies by the Ministry
of Information last month may be whittled down to as
few as five minutes by the time the deputies finish
wrangling over the proposal.

But it is held virtually certain, by those close to both
adyerti-ing media and government in France, that the
proposal. in principle, will be passed: commercials in
some quantity will get on French tv, perhaps by next
summer.

Opposition to the idea of tv advertising is being led
by newspaper interests. and especially by the provincial
newspapers. Leading the opposition is deputy Deferre,
mayor of Marseilles and owner of Le Provencal.

The opposition claims that the high cost of tv will
favor the biggest companies over smaller ones. A more
pressing concern to newspaper interests is the likelihood
that tv will cut down print ad budgets.

New kind of commercials review
The proposal of the soon -to -be -published New York

Magazine to review tv commercials means they will be
getting more attention from the "in" crowd. may even
develop status among the anti-tv intellectuals. The new
metropolitan area publication. successor to the former
Sunday magazine of the Herald -Tribune and the World
Journal Tribune. aims to reflect New York as the
"quintessence of urban civilization." According to editor
Clay Felker. critiques will be done by "almost anybody"
on the staff, will provide readers with information on
schen the commercials can he seen-a unique service.
lie% icis. of course, will be from the artistic and literary
point of view with. perhaps. a dash of social significance.
\be2atine is financed by a group of private investors.
1,1 1,% 'trinand G. Erpf of Loeb. Rhoades & Co.

Retail stores: fewer and bigger
The mead \ growth in the ;Average size of the food

store doesn't necessarily mean the competition for shelf
space is easing. The roster of products is still growing
and. what may be more significant. the number of food
stores continues to decline. Once the largest retail cate-
gory. the group slipped to third place last year, accord-
ing to Audits & Surveys' figures. The research firm puts
the total at 313.590 outlets, a loss of 3.000 over 1966.
Grocery stores dropped from 210,360 to 238,500.

The drop in the number of food stores is part of a
national trend to fewer and larger retail outlets. How-
ever. there are significant exceptions. The most important
is the full -line discount store, which increased its number
18 per cent. There were also increases in service stations.
drug stores, taverns and bars. The growth in discount
stores together with the decline in food stores clearly
points to the need for continued ad presqlres.

Syndication's race for space
Tv series and features syndicators heaved a sigh of

relief at the news that CBS -TV had decided not to go
ahead with plans for a late -night feed to its affiliates.
The program distributors were already hurting from
inroads made into their market by ABC -TV's Joey Bishop
Show. But CBS may unintentionally deliver a blow yet
to the syndicators if enough of its affiliates agree to clear
the lengthening of Walter Cronkite to an hour.

In the meantime, syndicators are ready to sprint for
the 130 -odd half hours per week opening up on the line-
up of ABC affiliates when Good Company goes off De-
cember 21. Coupled with the primetime half hour that
ABC had left open following the F. Lee Bailey show at
season's start, the new opening will give some syndicators
a chance to place hour -length shows in primetime. (By
the end of October only 136 of ABC -TV's 147 primary
affiliates were carrying the show.)

Who's the bigger -spending family?

A question that has been see -sawing for years is:
which kind of family is the best prospect for package
goods-the young family with their insistent buying
needs or the older family of middle -age adults with their
higher incomes? The younger family has generally gotten
most attention. RKO General Broadcasting is now trying
to restore the balance with an analysis of the latest Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board -Life data on family
expenditures.

Say RKO General: "The data documents higher spend-
ing for most products and services among families with
teens than families with younger children or no children
at all." Frank G. Boehm, the group's research/marketing/
sales development director, compares family expendi-
tures on a "value index" basis. For example, families
with teens represent 26.5 per cent of all families (index
1001 but account for 35 per cent of food expenditures
(value index 1321.

Among the areas where families with teens rank high:
beverages, frozen prepared dishes, fats and oils, bakery
products. meat and poultry. Within product categories,
however, there are important differences. For example.
families with young children (11 and under) outrank
those with teens in the purchase of soup, but the latter
is way ahead in frozen soups. a reflection of both higher
income and more sophisticated tastes.

The seasonal shakeup-syndication's big chance

\ 'though the syndication market generally has been
tightening through the past couple of years, the increas-
ing incidence of mid -season network schedule shakeups
has been gig ing the syndicators more and more chances
to break into primetime. Often enough. an affiliate may
choose to take a syndicated show rather than the net-
work's mid -stream replacement. Another opportunity.
this one for features distributors. has been the tendency
of many stations to run their own movies instead of
network movie feeds.

TeleriAion Age. November 20. 1067 13



Gestalten

from an

Eastern Iowa

notebook

The typical resident of Eastern Iowa
leaves for work between 7:00 and
8:00 A.M. He eats his evening meal
between 5:00 and 7:00 P.M. (Some
38% view tv while eating.) He goes
to bed between 10:00 and 11:00
P.M. About 16% retire earlier. One
in three retires later. On weekends,
40% report retiring after midnight.
Of those interviewed *, 93% report
owning an automobile. Forty percent
of car owners own two or more;
60% of autos owned in Eastern
Iowa are 1960 or later models.
Ninety percent of car owners have
at least one car with a radio.
FM radios are owned by about 40%
of Eastern Iowa residents. Good
reception is listed as a primary rea-
son for listening to WMT-FM, which
is rated as the most popular FM
station in the area.

Sixty-one percent report viewing tv
movies at least once a week. Com-
edies, westerns, and musicals are the
most preferred movie fare. (WMT-
TV is chosen as showing the best tv
movies.)

Over 90% of adults in Eastern Iowa
report watching tv news. Nine out
of ten of these watch at least once

The
U1111T

Stations
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids, Iowa

WMT, WMT-FM, WMT-TV
KWMT, KWMT-FM, Fort Dodge
Represented by The Katz Agency

daily. Three -fourths of all tv news
viewers report watching the 10:00
to 10:30 P.M. newscast. (Regard-
less of newscast hour, WMT-TV
leads in audience shares.) Following
the 10:00 P.M. news, just under
47% of the residents of Eastern
Iowa continue to watch tv. The
WMT weathercast is overwhelming-
ly selected on the basis of its pro-
fessional excellence.
Almost two out of three adults with-
in the region choose WMT-TV as
their favorite overall tv station.

 by Frank N. Magid Associates, Cedar Rapids.
Iowa, in a July, 1967 survey of "Attitudes and
Opinions Toward Television in Eastern Iowa,"
prepared for WMT. Population of study con-
sisted of all adults (20 and above) residing
within the 15 -county Eastern Iowa area. Selection
of respondents (600) followed stratified random
sampling techniques; stratification of sample was
based upon country of residence, sex, and age.
Check quotas were established on basis of U.S.
Census figures, corrected for population changes
through 1965. Data quoted or derived from au-
dience surveys are estimates subject to sampling
or other errors.

14 Television Age, November 20, 1967



Business barometer
All eyes had been fixed on September to see whether that month would presage any change

in spot's fortunes for the Fall buying season. After three particularly bad

months during the hot weather span, some
broadcasters felt spot could only go up. It NATIONAL SPOT
is apparent now their hopes were baseless,

though there is some indication that October
n/ dollars

may be, at least, equal to last year.

The "Business barometer" figures for September, now in,

limn in detail what happened in that month. What

happened was that spot declined 10.2 per cent

compared with last year and, as the saying goes,

the bigger they are, the harder they fall -

stations, that is.

The revenue tally for September came to $66.5 million,

compared to $74.1 million the year before. The
percentage decline was the biggest this year.

Indeed, it was the biggest during any month

in the 60s. It followed consecutive monthly
declines of 7.6, 7.5 and 9.7 per cent.

Stations also reported that, compared with August, the spot
figure for September was 14.8 per cent up.

As indicated, the larger stations did worse than the
smaller ones. In the under -$1 million class in
annual revenue, the drop was 8.1 per cent. In

the $1-3 million group, it was 8.9 per cent.

And in the $3 million -and -over class, it was

11.0 per cent.

The relatively "good" showing of the smaller stations again

points up the fact that their losses have been

less and their gains have been better than the

other two groups of stations during most of

the months this year. As previously indicated,
it may be another way of saying they have

less to lose.

With September figures in, the third quarter total for spot

comes to $182.0 million, compared with $200.5
million last year, about a 10 per cent drop.

100

95

stn

85

75

70

65

Of the nine months so far this year, five have been below
'66, one was about tie and three were above the

spot totals for last year. The nine -month

revenue total comes to $605.4 million, compared
with $624.1 million in '66.

$74.1

$66.5

August (down 10.2%)

Year-to-year changes
by annual station revenue

Station Size Spot Tv

(ruder $1 million -8.1%
$1-3 million -8.9r:

millinnup - 11.0'

I II I I rt

1967=61 run purison

Next issue: a report on local and network compensation income in September.

I copyrighted feature of TELEVISION AGE. Business Barometer I,, hissed on fl cross-sertion of stations in all income and geographical categories.
Information is tabulated by Dun & Bradstreet.)

Television Age, November 20, 1967 15
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THE WAY IT HAPPENED Newsfront
iialbraith all wet?

The Television Advertising Repre-
ntatives people believe that Prof.
hn K. Galbraith, Harvard econo-
st, is all wet and they point to
eir latest brand comparison report
prove it.

The professor, long considered un-
iendly to the advertising business,
ouch he has taken pains to point
it that he feels advertising is ne-
asary, contended in a speech last
onth before the eastern conference
the lAs that advertising results in

broad equilibrium in which
ares in the market stay fairly con -
ant from year to year."

he proof. To prove he is all wet,
iAR's researchers cite the ups and

in brand shares for the mar -
its covered in their rlth annual re-

nt on the subject. The 1967 study
ovides comparisons for 370 brands
i 12 product categories -coffee.
dd remedies, hair spray, headache
medies, margarine. deodorants.
isoline, men's hair dressing. men's
lave cream, carbonated soft drinks.
gareites and dog foods.
Data for eight markets in which

sere are TvAR-represented stations
re included. The markets are Bos-
in. Philadelphia. Baltimore, Wash-
igton, Charlotte. Jacksonville. Pitts-
urgh and San Francisco. TvAR also
!presents KATU Portland. Ore.. but
le market is not represented in
liS CS report since the rep took
vei Ink I. after the field work for
ic study was completed.
Brand shares are continually in

ltion. from year to year and from
larket to market. TvAR's president.
:iihert M. McGredy, said in disput-
lig the Harvard economist. He cited
s an example Vitalis men's hair

whose brand share rose
rom 19.6 per cent in 14)66 to 24.6
per cent in 1967 in Pittsburgh. while
n Baltimore during the same period
Is share fell from 25.8 to 19.8 per
eat.

Similar brand share comparisons
vere made by the TvAR chief for the
'ollowing brands:

 Winston cigarettes, among men:
0.1 to 14.6 per cent in Boston and

28.0 to 21.8 per cent in Charlotte.
 Pall Mall cigarettes, among

women: 7.7 to 13.7 per cent in Char-
lotte and 18.7 to 13.7 per cent in
Pittsburgh.

 Purina dog food: 19.8 to 12.7
percent in San Francisco and 7.4 to
15.6 per cent in Baltimore.

 Coca Cola: 22.1 to 31.0 per
cent in Boston and 26.0 to 20.6 per
cent in Pittsburgh.

 Pepsi Cola: 36.2 to 26.8 per
cent in Washington and 22.8 to 31.5

per cent in Jacksonville.
McGredy hammered home his

point with tallies of certain brand
leaders, some of which advanced.
others of which lost ground.

He noted that Maxwell Notice cof-
fee. while it remained the number
one brand in all markets except San
Francisco, lost share points in six
markets. He also cited the following:

Esso slipped in some markets in
1967 af:er registering gains in 1966
and 1965. This year it dropped to
second place in Boston and Pitts-
burgh. It remains on top in Balti-
more. Washington and Charlotte.

Contac cold capsules strengthened
its leadership position by gaining in
seven markets. In Baltimore, its share
increased from 36.5 to 50.3 per cent
between 1966 and 1967.

Right Guard deodorant, another
leader, advanced in all eight mar-
kets -seven share points in Jackson-
ville, eight in Baltimore, about the
same in Pittsburgh.

Key developments. Among signif-
icant developments by individual
In ands this year were these:

Pulse interviewer Alla Neprel,
illustrates "pantry" check used
TvAR brand comparison survey.

Hills Bros. coffee has met with

continued success in its market -by -

market expansion. It entered Phila-
delphia in October 1966 and by
March 1967 ranked third among
regular coffees with a 6.7 per cent
share. In San Francisco it moved
into first place and showed advances
in Pittsburgh and Boston.

Bayer's baby aspirin has not been

able to match the success of the com-
pany's regular brand, which leads in

all eight markets. The baby type
plays second fiddle to St. Joseph iii
all the TvAR markets except Char-

lotte and Jacksonville.
Certain general trends were noted

in the 1967 study. Among them was

a leveling off in cigarette smoking.
Last year TvAR reported an increase
in smoking in most of the markets.
This year increases in smoking were
found in three markets while in the
others fewer men and women report-
ed smoking in 1967 than in 1966.

An increase in hair spray use in

most of the markets was found. In
four areas -Boston. Charlotte, Jack-
sonville and San Francisco -over 60

per cent of the families reported
using hair sprays. This product cate-
gory was initially surveyed by TvAR
in 1964 and has shown steady growth
since that time. For example, the per
cent of families using hair sprays
rose from 45.3 to 58.0 per cent in
Baltimore during the 1964-67 per-
iod. Comparable figures for Boston

are 50.2 to 62.1 per. cent and for
Pittsburgh are 44.7 to 54.8 per cent.

More dogs. Though dog ownership
varies considerably from market to
market, the TvAR study found an
increase in six of them, the excep-
tions being Philadelphia and Balti-
more. Boston has the lowest level of
dog ownership (24.8 per cent) while
Charlotte has the highest (43.5 per
cent).

The brand comparison studies are
made by Pulse through in -home inter-
views and are under the direction of
Robert M. Hoffman, TvAR's market-
ing and research vice president.
Nearly 5,000 families were interview-
ed in March and May of this year in
the metropolitan areas of the markets
surveyed.
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"We want to help improve the
quality of media information upon

which we base our buying."

OVID O. KEEGAN, Media Coordinator, Thomas J. Upton.

We think you might be interested in
some of the illuminating "inside" dis-
cussions held during the course of
judging sessions.

"Here's a radio station
that knows how we buy..."

. . . I like this radio campaign. It
that they subscribe to the rating ser,
ices which we have at our fingertips and
shows the audience composition. This
campaign tells me the type of station it
IS; this is the one thing that we do nc'
have at our fingertips - we have to wait
until we get to a rep or we get a sta
tion log.

"When I open Standard Rate I have the
rates. From these ads I hope to have
something about the station, and I have
my rating sources which I can get from
my file cabinet. These ads give me a
thumbnail sketch of the type of station
and the type of programming

BRUCE SMALL, A,st V P 8 Manager.
Spot Broadcast Unit, Ted Bates

That's how one of the 17 advertising
media executives on the SRDS Gold
Chevron Award Panel expressed him-
self when asked why he spent hours
and hours analyzing media Service-
Ads.

T
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"It mentions that it has the news and
what kind, and its quality. It says that
it has adults. It describes the program-
ming. And it touches on the coverage
and shows that they do have farm pro-
gramming. They're also highlighting
one of their newscasters. In the January
through March ad they show you a brief
contour map and the share of audience
and how they compare with the other
stations in their home county and in
eight counties in the surrounding area.
To me this is the kind of information I

find very useful in SRDS. As far as be
ing complete, it is."

*

JOAN STARK, Asst. Grp. Hd. of
Media Dept., Grey Advertising.

"I marked them down a little on 'cur
rent' because they illustrate their March
'66 figures with a March, '65 Pulse. It
may have been the latest rating book,
but I don't know. Perhaps if it was, they
should have said 'latest figures avail-
able.' However, their source is factual
and their figures are factual. It's pre-
sented for ease of use. It's quick, quick,
quick. It's explicit because there does
not seem to be any double talk; they say
what they have to say and they're say-
ing it very clearly and precisely, and
exactly. The service information is very
good.

"However, in addition to percentages of
homes, I'd like to have total number of
homes in the area; this would really
make it very good."

"I could work right from this TV ad"

"For my money, this is the best TV
campaign that we've come across in
this group. It breaks down its shows
into children's shows, women's shows
and family audience shows. It tells you
when they run, who's in them, what the
content is and the participation price."

"I think it's good. I gave it high scores
on all criteria. This is the type of infor-
mation we want, and although they
can't list the availabilities here, it does
give a program target to go after."

*

"I'll tell you another thing, if I was work-
ing on a plan or a cost estimate I could
work right from this ad. I would cer-
tainly work on this station before I'd
work on a station that only had a listing."

"The only thing is that they have noth-
ing on local special programs. For ex-
ample, the XXX stations do local pro-
grams on rehabilitating convicts, etc.
This shows that they create local pro-
grams and therefore much local inter-
est. Such programs would be interest-
ing for us to know about. As far as it
goes, this is a very good campaign. It's
on the right track."

What kind of 'sound'?
"This second radio campaign is not
complete because it doesn't give us the
number of homes and it doesn't give us
a map and it doesn't define its sound.
Although they tell us that it reaches the
greatest number of adults and teen-
agers in its market, it doesn't give us
any idea of the type of programming.
How do they get both?"

Need programming information

"I would have to agree that program-
ming is one of the best things that
could be presented in Service -Ads and
it loses currency less rapidly than rat-
ings do. I would be particularly inter-
ested in syndicated properties which
various stations run. They might
uniquely fit into some marketing plan
which we might be trying to imple-
ment."

TERRY PELLEGRINO, Asst. to Sr. V. P. 8 Media Dir.,
Young 8 Rubicam and RICHARD TREA, Media Dir.,
Richard K. Manoff, Inc.

This ad is one of a series reporting sig-
nificant observations by Gold Chevron
Award Panelists that suggest how
media can use their Service -Ads in
SRDS to best advantage.

IN SRDS

YOU ARE THERE
selling by helping

people buy

SIDS
STANDARD RATE

& DATA SERVICE, INC.

5201 Old Orchard Road
Skokie, Illinois 60076

312 966-8500

Sales Offices: Skokie

New York  Los Angeles

Television Age, November 20, 1967



EQUATION
FOR

TIMEBUYERS

ONE BUY DOMINANCE*

X WKRG-TV=LA

*PICK A SURVEY - - - ANY SURVEY

Represented by H -R Television, Inc.
or call

C. P. PERSONS, Jr., General Manager

Tr/elision Age, A'orember 20, 1967
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How are agency media department personnel
doing in the salary department these days?

That depends on what you compare it with.
Salaries could be compared with other agency

positions or with the general level of salaries
in business. This could run into endless argu-
ments about what's comparable with what.

Is a media director worth more than an ac-
rount supervisor? Or should he he compared
with the creative director? Does a media buyer
deserve to get paid better than a copywriter?
Or is he more comparable to a layout man?

Would a media supervisor be put on the same
level as a department store jewelry buyer or an

NOVEMBER 20, 1967

The
salary game:
find your
bracket
Media department

personnel can play by
comparing their pay
with others via a new
TELEVISION AGE survey

engineer in charge of a research and develop-
ment project?

Difficult questions all. Clearly, the question
of salary comparisons is on most solid ground
when they are internal-one buyer vs. another.
one agency vs. another, etc.

This is the basis of TELEVISION AGE'S new
survey of media department salaries. Sent to a
broad sample of personnel, the questionnaires,
which also covered other related subjects,
turned up a representative group covering the
gamut of responsibilities and including agencies
of all sizes.

In one category-media directors of large

Television Age, November 20. 1967 21



agencies (over $100 million in an-
nual U. S. billings) -questionnaires
were sent to every individual because
of the small number involved and
answers came from practically every
one. In all, 364 questionnaires were
tabulated.

Because a complete tally of agency
media department personnel in the
U. S. has never been put together,
projecting results of the survey to a
media department "universe" cannot
be done.

However, a check of the postmarks
(respondents were anonymous be-
cause of the nature of the questions)
indicated a geographical distribution
closely resembling that of all U. S.
agencies.

The answers speak for themselves
(see table at right) and give all me-
dia department people an opportu-
nity to compare their salaries with
those of their colleagues in com-
parable positions and in agencies of
comparable size.

Salary highlights

Here are highlights from the sal-
ary part of the survey:

 In general. the bigger the agen-
cy, the higher the salary. This is
particularly noticeable in the levels
above media buyer.

 Women are generally paid less
than men for similar levels of re-
sponsibility. However, there are other
factors besides sex which affect these
male -female salary levels.

 Half of all media directors at
large agencies earn between $25,000
and $35,000 a year, excluding bonus.

 Nearly one out of four media
buyers at small agencies (less than
$25 million in annual U. S. billings)
earns less than $6,000 a year.

The survey also asked questions
about the effect of computers on the
respondent's job level and the degree
of responsibility given to media buy-
ers. The major findings were:

 Most comments about the im-
pact of EDP were favorable but the
lower the job level, the less favor-
able the reaction.

 There was a broad satisfac-
tion with the amount of responsibil-

Salaries
and decisions

0

2
a

Annual salary

Agency size*

men womensmall medium large

Less than $6,000 23.7% 4.0% 10.3% 7.0% 18.6%
$6.7,500 36.8 20.0 15.4 14.0 32.2
$7.5-10,000 26.3 48.0 51.3 46.5 37.3
$10,000 + 13.2 28.0 23.1 32.6 11.9

Less than $7,500 8.8 13.6 2.3

$7.5.10,000 23.5 9.1 13.1 12.3 27.3 14.8

$10-12,500 26.5 30.3 14.7 18.9 36.4 21.9

$12.5-15,000 32.4 27.3 22.9 29.2 13.6 26.6

$15.25,000 8.8 33.3 42.6 35.9 9.1 313

'25.35,000 6.6 3.8 3.1

Less than $7,500 10.8 .... 30.3 7.5

$7.5-10,000 14.0 4.3 4.9 27.3 10.5

$10.12,500 20.4 10.9 24.2 14.2

$12.5-15,000 16.1 4.3 5.6 11.9 15.2 12.7

$15-25.000 33.3 47.8 11.1 43.6 32.8

$25-35,000 4.3 34.8 50.0 20.8 15.7

$35-50,000 8.7 27.8 5.9 3.0 5.2

$50,000 -1-- 1.1 5.6 1.9 1.5

Note: percentages tally vertically, viz., 23.7 per cent of small agency buyers earn
less than $6,000 annually.

"Agency size: small agencies -under $25 million in annual U.S. billings; medium
agencies $25400 million; large agencies- -$100 million and over.

**Covers such titles as associate and assistant media directors, media department
managers, media supervisors media analysts and planners, etc.
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you feel media buyers
cur agency are given enough

ty in making decisions?"

ent answering "yes"

cy sizes

medium large

All
from
each

group

60.05 87.2%

84.8 85.2

ity given to media buyers but. as
might be expected. the satisfaction
rose with the job title.

Larger agencies pay more

The tendency of larger agencies
to pay more is not surprising. How-

ever, at the media buyer level this
situation was only noticeable among
the small agencies. There were only
minor differences between medium
($25 million to $100 million in an-
nual U.S. billings) and large agencies.

As a matter fact. a greater per
cent of media buyers at medium
agencies earn more than $10.000
yearly than at large agencies.

One possible explanation of this
is that an experienced media buyer
who would bear that title at a me-
dium -size agency would, if he were
at a large agency, be given an exelt-
Live title and more responsibility
simply because the latter have larger
staffs and, hence, more opportunities
for executive titling.

By the same token, the fact that
77.5% a greater per cent of buyers at large

than medium agencies earn less than
$6.000 is also a reflection of the
larger agency's bigger staff. With

84.4

95.7 100.0 91.1

more people, the large agency is

likely to have more assistant buyers.
The high per cent of small agency

buyers who earn less than $6,000
is partly a reflection of the male -
female salary differential. Nearly all
the low -paid buyers are women. The
few men in the under -$6,000 catevory
were all at large agencies and, as in-
dicated, likely to be assistant buyers.

Though women buyers, on the
average, are not paid as well as men,
it cannot necessarily be assumed that
sex is the only factor. Part of it can
be explained by the fact that men
buyers are more likely to make a
career out of their jobs and, there-
fore. pile up more experience.

In the $7,500 to $10,000 bracket,
the per cent of women buyers is al-
most as high as men. As can be seen
in the tabulations, however, in the
$10,000 -and -over area, men are way
ahead of women.

It may be of passing interest to
note that, among buyers, one men

and one woman each reported earn-
ing between $12,500 and $15,000.
The man worked for an agency in the
$10-25 million class while the wom-
an's agency fell in the $25.50 million

bracket.
The effect of agency size on salary

is quite apparent in the table on
intermediate -level media department
executives. Not one man in this cate-
gory reported making less than $7,-
500, nor did anyone in the medium
and large agencies report making
less.

Among intermediate executives le-
sponding to the study were three who
double as account executives. Two
were at agencies billing between $1-5
million and one worked for an
agency in the $10-25 million class.

One of those in the smaller agency
group fell in the $10,000 to $12,500
salary bracket, while the other two
dual -responsibility executives earned
between $12,500 and $15,000.

Women given less responsibility

Since the people grouped in the
intermediate executive category carry
a variety of titles (to have broken
them down would result in sample
sizes too small to be representative)
the clearly lower salary levels of wo-
men can be partly explained by jobs
of lesser responsibility than those of
the men.

However, this may be another way
of saying that women are given less
responsibility or that their experience
is less because their average career
length is less.

Another aspect of this is the small-
er number of responses from women.
Four times as many intermediate
male executives answered the survey
as women in that category; this ratio
is probably projectible to the entire
agency field. Significantly, in the
case of media buyers there were al-
most a third more responses from
women than men.

As for media directors, the pat-
terns previously discussed are even
sharper here. The bigger agencies
pay notably better and women get
paid notably less. The tabulations

(Continued on page .56)
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Less room at the top
By KAREN SENTER

An executive flight leaves Chicago
for New York every night at six.

But Jean Simpson, vice president and
creative director at N.W. Ayer, Chi-
cago, can't get on it. Neither can
Jane Trahey, Shirley Polykoff, or
Mary Wells, for that matter. "The
flight is for men only," Mrs. Simp-
son explained. "It's interesting. We're
probably the only group that can be
kept off an air flight."

Jackie DaCosta, vice president and
associate director of media informa-
tion and analysis, and media coordin-
ator for the international division at
Ted Bates & Co., tells of one time
she was invited to a media presen-
tation. "The meeting was to be in the
fourth -floor suite of a nearby hotel.
A group of us went over together, but
the hotel manager stopped us at the
elevator.

"It seemed women were not al-
lowed above the first floor. The
people giving the presentation were

quite embarrassed, but hotel manage-
ment wouldn't budge. I had a private
presentation in my office the next
day."

This is by no means a commentary
on the status of women in agencies
today. On the contrary, and particu-
larly in advertising, there are more
women in top level executive posi-
tions today than ever before. It is in-
dicative, however, of the attitudes
women are still fighting, attitudes
which make management unrespon-
sive to the fact that women are or de-
serve to be top level executives.

Agencies, responsible for promot-
ing goods and services 80 per cent of
which are sold to women, recognize
they need a woman's viewpoint. But
while they are willing to promote and
pay for it, there are still not as many
female executives at large ad shops
as logic might suggest there ought
to be.

Many women hold middle eche-
lon positions, but not nearly so
many, in proportion to men, have

Although women Kuhl mote

agency executive jobs than
ever before, they still
must fight harder than men

to get there

actually reached the top. Why at
there so few? What are they like
What does it take for an agenc
oman to reach the top?
There are so few, many women wil

answer, because management is stil
unwilling to advance a woman as fas
as a man. Some women insist, how
ever, they face no obstacles other
than those any man must face.

'if you're good. you're good," says
one woman executive, until recently
an agency media director. "Sex has
nothing to do with it. All you need is
ambition, drive, and ability. The
meek end up in civil service jobs,
both men and women!"

Colleagues say that Mary Wells,
certainly today's most outstanding
example of the successful woman in
advertising, doesn't view it as a male/
female thing at all. "Mary Wells be-
lieves the person with superior busi-
ness acumen and talent will make it
regardless of sex," one co-worker
said.

Although she is already a legenu-
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in her own time, the beautiful and
brainy head of Wells, Rich, Green,
Inc. actually sees her femininity as
an advantage. Miss Wells told TELE-
VISION AGE:

"People always ask me if I've
found it difficult to get ahead in a
man's world.' The truth is that it is
often easier for a woman to get
ahead because the American man is
so chivalrous and generous. He seems
delighted to help a woman succeed
and will often give her a push up that
he would not give another man."

Mary Wells also thinks that the
advertising business is one of the
best fields in which a woman can
achieve business success. "I've always
thought that advertising offers wom-
en a very comfortable atmosphere for
their talents. After all, women are
born shoppers and have strong built-
in instincts about products, their ad-
vantages and disadvantages," she
said.

Those who agree with her blame
lack of advancement on lack of abil-

ity, or an unwillingness to commit
themselves fully to the task of build-
ing a career. "If I had Mary Wells'
brain, I could go as far as she has,"
replied one network coordinator at
Gumbinner-North.

"The woman who wants to make it
big must be prepared to make the
same big sacrifices as men," ob-
served Jo Foxworth, vice president at
Calkins & Holden. "She can't expect
special concessions on account of her
sex. She must be willing to travel, to
sacrifice some degree of family and
social life. Fewer women than men
are willing to make those sacrifices."

Since the majority of women elect
to stay at home, however, one must
assume those who choose a career are
aware of the sacrifices and are will-

ing to make them. Nevertheless, with
equal ability and equal drive, many
women insist their chances of success
are proportionately not as good as a
man's.

Not only are there fewer opportun-
ities for advancement, these women

say, but salaries on almost every lev-
el are generally lower for a woman.

"There's a law against that," one
female executive noted.

"But there are ways to get around
the law. Give a girl a slightly differ-
ent title and you can pay her a diff-
erent salary." One media director
estimates a $5,000 difference between
her salary and what a man might
earn in her position. Another says
she probably receives 85 per cent iii
what a man would get.

A TELEVISION AGE survey (see page
21, this issue) shows most male rn,
dia directors earn between $15,0()1
and $25,000, while most women get
between $7,500 and $10.000. In copy.
Jane Trahey, president of Trahey/
Wolf Inc., estimates a male copy
chief makes about $25.000 a year, a
woman only $18,000.

If she has to take less, the upward -
bound agency woman generally has
to give more. "At every step along
the road, as responsibility grows, you

(Continued on page 52)

.4mong successful women at ad agencies
are Jane Trahey, president, Trahey/Wolf,

Inc.; Mao Wells, president, Wells, Rich,
Greene, Inc.; Jackie DaCosta, vice president,
Ted Bates & Co. and Rosanne Gordon,
media director, Chalek & Dreyer, Inc.



Long a costly, though a necessary,
financial burden, local public

affairs programming is beginning to
find a greater market among a vari-
ety of institutional clients. Though
this type of program is still, by no
means, easy to sell, a perceptible
change is taking place in some spon-
sor attitudes. This change is created
by a number of new factors.

They are: (1) a greater desire for
consistency of exposure by local ad-
vertisers, (2) a new emphasis on
placing public affairs presentations
in primetime, and (3) a program
package which stretches the tradi-
tional concept of such material. Sta-
tions whose experience with this type
of programming tends to reflect these
new factors include WBTV Charlotte,
N.C.: KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia. KPRC-TV Houston,
KMTV, Omaha and WJZ-TV and
WMAR-TV Baltimore, among others.

The demand for consistency of ex-
posure on public affairs programs
rather than the purchase of one -shots
indicates that many local institu-
tional advertisers now seek the pene-
tration that repetition can give. This
consistency of sponsorship is exem-
plified in the purchase of a series of
specials-in once -monthly or even
weekly sponsorship of public service
presentations.

The emphasis on slotting many of
these programs in primetime periods
which includes time periods not filled
for the time being by network shows.
or, on occasion, preempting a net-
work show, obviously gives adver-
tisers a chance of reaching many
more viewers than in "local time"
and thereby enhances the Durchase
still further. Marginal primetime is
often used-the 7 p.m. or 10 and
10:30 p.m. time periods-but many
shows also find their way into the
heart of the evening. This was the.
case with a series of 12 half-hour
documentaries sponsored on WIIC-TV
by three Pittsburgh area gas com-
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panies, Peoples, Columbia and Equit-
able.

The changing nature of the public
affairs package also acts to increase
demand. It has become broadened to
include local sports events of great
interest. A "pigskin preview," which
features a top local college football
team, is common. Shows are present-
ed about local personalities such as
Billy Graham on WBTV. Network
news personalities act as narrators
as, for example, ABC -TV's Peter Jen-
nings on WFIL-TV's Men at Work
Philadelphia series. In this manner,
segments of the potential audience
not interested in the usual public
affairs programming tune into the
package as well as those who like the
more serious subjects.

The pattern for this relatively new
type of local public affairs concept
was set by a national company, West-
ern Electric. Its landmark use of tv
for community relations dates back
to 1963. At that time, it started out
in three cities in which all stations
were asked to submit their best pub-
lic affairs presentations. Western
Electric and its agency, Cunningham
and Walsh, believed that all stations
were about the same but that the pro-
gramming made the difference.

Consequently the advertiser select.
ed six local shows to carry its insti-
tutional commercials. Only in sports
programming did Cunningham &
Walsh make suggestions and then,
only when stations did not have any
good ideas. Stations did not benefit
equally. In some markets, one station
would have four of its public service
shows sponsored by Western Electric.
in another the six programs might
be equally divided between three
stations, and so on. The client how-
ever, required that all the shows be
slotted in primetime.

In 1964, Western Electric extended
this concept to eight markets; by
1964 it was in 10 markets and during
1967 continued in those same ten

wEsagmcmic

COLLEGE
WOW' SERIE

There's
something
special
happening
locally

Institutional

advertisers are investing
more in local primetime

specials-and they want

consistent exposure
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I. rester!, Electric, big user of local
specials, sponsors sports on K MTV Omaha;
2. Northern States Power Co. used
documentary on KSTP-TV Minneapolis -
St. Paul; 3. Three uilities bought special
on hospital costs on WIIC-TV Pittsburgh;
4. & 5. Houston Power & Light was
sponsor of specials about Houston
on K PRC-TV.

markets. They are: Winston-Salem
and Greensboro, N.C.; Columbus, 0.;
Kansas City, Kans.; Baltimore, Indi-
anapolis, Oklahoma City, Buffalo,
Denver and Atlanta. In eight of these
cities, the advertiser has manufac-
turing plants; in the last two it has
large engineering and supply facili-
ties. In addition, the advertiser also
buys a similar local tv campaign in
occasional other markets in which it
has a stake. For example, for the last
several years it has sponsored the
College World Series over KMTV.

The public affairs programming
sponsored by the large electronics
manufacturer covers a wide range of
subjects. It can be a tour of the Gov-
ernor's Mansion over WAGA-TV At-
lanta, a feature on the Vagabonds, a
well-known Baltimore amateur the-
atrical group on W MAR -TV, on hurri-
canes over WKY-TV Oklahoma City
and, again, on KMTV, a program
about a rehabilitation center for alco-
holics.

The community relations objec-
tives of Western Electric are broad,
indeed. For one thing. tv has helped
make the confused and blurred image
of the company much clearer. People
are fond of phoning the company
and asking to have their refrigerator
fixed (General Electric) or confusing
it with Western Union. For another,
tv has assisted with the recruitment
of top engineering personnel by
establishing a positive image. The
company is among the leading em-
ployers of such professionals. And,
for a third, it gives the community a
sense that the company is interested
in its welfare. Awareness studies
made in the ten cities indicate that
local tv has succeeded for tho adver-
tiser in this respect.

If the Western Union cotmottliii)
relations campaign through local tv
shows how a national sponsor can
achieve his objectives through con-
sistency, a similar story can be told

(Continued on page 55)
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Cronkite
speaks
softly, but ...

CBS News correspondent

`wonders" about certain

station practices in

carrying (or not
carrying) network news

Though diplomatically worded, the talk
delivered by CBS News correspondent
Walter Cronkite to station broadcasters
at the recent Management/Programming
Seminar of Tv Stations, Inc., raises pungent
questions about station responsibility in
carrying national and international news,
Because of the broad implications and
the fact it raises issues between network
and affiliate seldom aired publicly, TELE-
VISION AGE is running a condensed ver%ion
01 the speech.

I am not exactly qualified to tell,

you how to run either your busi.i '0'
ness or your news organizationsi
Sitting in my news slot from half4
past nine in the morning until the.
finish of the second feed at 7:30 '
every evening, without time out for
lunch except on very special occa.
sions, I've hardly had the opportuni-
ty to make a study of your problems
at the station level or even to take a
look at what goes into the decisions
that you all must make.

There are those that contend that
ignorance is a particular qualifica.
tion for those who would lecture th
broadcast industry, that the fac
aren't supposed to get in the lecture
er's way. But I don't belong to tha
school, so in all the circumstances,
what I would like to do is not lecture
but rather raise some questions
which seem from where we sit at the
network news level to be importan
and %%hich sometimes-I must be can
did-puzzle us.

There are a few starting proposi
tions which seem to be so clear tha
they need only be noted.

The first is the obvious proposi
Lion that, by and large, almost th
total effort of a network affiliate in
creative programming is in the news
and public affairs area. An affiliate's
schedule is made up of network offer.
ings, syndicated programs and what
you yourselves produce. I suspect
that, in the vast majority of cases,
what you yourselves produce. with
the exception of some children's and
public affairs programming. is al
most exclusively news and doeumen.
taries.

So what you stand for-and what
sets you apart-in your community
and your market and in the industry
must derive in very great part from
what you do in the news and the
public affairs area. That seems to

'
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, all by itself, to spell out the enor-

us responsibility which a local
tion has in news. But it's not the
I of that responsibility. For in
ma of what you are and what your

'dal role in your community is,
tr performance in local news

nulcasts must be the decisive fac-

Second. it has become a truism
it our interdependence-the net-
rk's and the affiliate's-is almost
nplete in this news area. Time and
to again I have been told that our
ening .fen's does well, or does
dly, in a particular market depen-
ig on how well or how badly the
al news does. And vice versa.
I remember a few years ago how
zzled we were that our audience
one of the top markets was so

all and that we were being licked
Huntley -Brinkley by about a 10-
20 -to -1 ratio-at a time when our

tional ratings were higher than
intley-Brinkley. Finally somebody
'covered that our affiliate had a
wsroom which, including the deri-
I and the maintenance help, totalled
gee people. That situation has long
ice been corrected and the affiliate
w has a first-rate organization, and
local news as well as the Evening

.ws is doing far, far better.
When one runs through the mail
it comes across our desks-and I
i sure the same thing is true out
!re with your stations-this is
rdly surprising. For while you and

know what is network and what is
:al. the viewing audience doesn't
.m to know and furthermore
esn't seem to care. They look at
!ir receiving sets and one program
Ilows another and they're all there
Channel Whatever.

So I get letters taking me to task
r locating the three -car accident
the wrong intersection on Main

reet. And I know that you get let-
-s-because. unfortunately. you
rward them to me-bawling you
it for putting Rap Brown on so

'ten and demanding that you delete
I.th Cronkite and Brown-two birds
.th one stone if not of the same
lather.

This continuum between local and
0work news is both healthy. I be-

I've, and inevitable. Your news and
airs stand side by side and to most

j!lerision Age, Vorember 20. 1967

viewers they do constitute continuous
pages of a single edition of a single
newspaper. Each of us has the capa-
bility-in the local market-of ruin-
ing the other.

Third in this trilogy of factors is
the phenomenon noted by Roper and
trumpeted by all of us-the enor-
mous and continuously increasing re-
liance by the public on television
news as its major source of informa-
tion. And this is the heaviest respon-
sibility of them all.

In many-nay, most-of the com-
munities across the nation, but one
newspaper serves the area. Or, if
there are two, they are under a single
ownership. By competing with those
newspapers we alone provide the

means of monitoring them, of giving
the people an alternate version of the
news. Without the competition we
provide, the concept of a free press
on which this nation is built and
without which it cannot function,
would be a mockery. As I am sure
you know, each Roper study also

confirms our credibility over other
media.

Reliance and credibility-those
are the two most precious possessions
a journalistic enterprise can have.
And they can be preservedonly as
long as they are truly deserved. And
that means that we must never cut
corners; that we must never be ad-
vocates; that we must always he
journalists whose sole purpose is
truth and accuracy and thorough-
ness even when it hurts those in our
nationwide or local communities on
whom we are economically or so-
cially or politically dependent.

That is rarely easy. The very fact
that television is so important. and
each local station plays such a vital
role in its community, makes a sta-
tion an inevitable part of the local
power structure. And we all know it
isn't easy to report objectively about
one's friends. But if we're to have the
trust and the continuing reliance of
the community on our news broad-
casts. we must let the chips fall where
they may.

I might note in passing that this
problem is not restricted to the local
area. On the network level we face
it with our government contacts. both
at home and abroad. It is not easy
for the man on the beat in Washing-

ton to have to face his news sources
the morning after a critical repor
on the Evening News.

In general, television news has
not allowed itself to become the in-
strument of any group-government-
al or private. The tradition of free
inquiry and independence has been
established in remarkably quick or-
der for this burgeoning baby. But as
some newspapers in the past have
learned, it can also be lost in equally
short order. We can keep what we
have only by avoiding compromise.

Let's go on from there, starting
with this inescapable premise of our
immense responsibility and your im-
mense responsibility. The question
then becomes how we on our side
and you on your side exercise thi-
responsibility.

Let me put aside at once the for-
mer question-how we at the net-
work news level exercise ours. As
I've already noted, judging from the
communications which reach me-
and I suspect reach my colleague,
at the other networks as well-mans
of you have exceedingly strong and.
it seems to me, immovable idea -
about how we exercise our responsi
bili t ies.

I would like, quietly, as gently a,
possible, and more in wonderment.
please believe me, than in allegation.
to raise some of the questions that
puzzle us at the network level about
your end of these responsibilities.
The fleeting impressions I get from
time to time about the decision-mak
ing process at the station level have
to be judged, of course, in the light
of the particular viewpoint that I

have at the network level.
First, as I've noted, it seems to by

clear that the viewer does not dis-
tinguish between your news and ours.
And the question I put is simpl\
this: To what extent have you, anal
your news directors, taken this into
account? I have noticed, especially
in markets where the local news pre-
cedes our network news, or the oppo-
sition's network news, that the local
broadcast sometimes is made up
without any apparent recognition of
the fact that the network news is to
follow. And so local may cover the
same national and international news
that is already on the network lineup

(Continued on page 50)
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Best Foods'
best foot
forward

-

Thirteen
Thirteen was a lucky number for

Best Foods this year. The com-
pany finally managed, after years of
trying, to get its annual National
College Queen Pageant on tv-and
network tv at that-in primetime.
It was the 13th running of the event.

As pageants go, it's a unique event
in that Best Foods is the only food
company that has one. A massive pro.
motional engine for its many brands,
it generates both sales and goodwill
and its effects are both long- and
short-term.

It was a key marketing device be-
fore it was joined with the prestige
and punch of network exposure. The
company is currently negotiating
with NBC-TV, which aired it last
June, for next year.

As in the case of most promotions,
it is not easy to draw a direct line
between the event and the sales re-
sults. Part of it is faith in the idea
that (1) a well -run, attractive event,
(2) with overtones of clean-cut
Americana, (3) in which participa-
tion is broad and (4) which evokes
genuine enthusiasm among partici-
pants and those close to them will
somehow rub off positively on the
company and its products. No one
has ever been able to apply a precise
measuring stick to this kind of image -

Robert Cook: hosted
Best Foods' pageant
on NBC-TV in June

After a (lozen years,

the company has cracked

network television with

a key marketing tool-

its clean-cut
:iliew!--

4AIINWPW'' College Queen Pageant

building but few doubt that it works.
Not that there aren't immediate

and tangible results. The sales force
has something to talk about and,
goodness knows, that helps with re-
tailers tired of hearing about product
superiority and the number of con-
sumers exposed to this or that ad
campaign. So it is easier to convince
chains to set up store displays and
the consequent movement of goods
can be readily spotted.

Then there is the publicity. A na-
tional pageant is necessarily stretched
out over time and the opportunities
for getting mentions on the air and
in print are endless.

Finally, there is the effect of zero-
ing in on the college girl. As a future
lady of the house, she is storing up
impressions, conscious and sub -con-
scious, which will one day determine
the product she will pick off the
shelf.

This long-range impact, again, is
a matter of faith and intuition. It
may well be that the inability to con-
vert this into dollars and cents is the
main reason figure -minded package
goods manufacturers rarely involve
their brands (much less their corp-
orate names) in such major promo-
tions.

The pageant run by Best Foods,

the consumer products arm Lf Corp]
Products Co., is an umbrella cover;;,
ing their full line of foods and non-
foods. This alone puts it in a special
category since marketing today
among corporate giants is a brand-,
by -brand affair, with product mini,
ager competing against product m
ager and the corporate name rare
dragged into the heat of battle.

The Best Foods product roster
broad, includes Bosco chocolate mil
enricher, Hellmann's mayonnai
(sold under the Best Foods label w
of the Rockies), Karo corn syrup,
Knorr dry soup mixes. Mazola corn
oil and margarine. Nucoa marga-
rines, Skippy peanut butter, Niagara
spray starch. NuSoft fabric softener,
Rit tints and dyes and Shinola shoe
polish. The company says six are the
leaders in their field: Bosco, Karo,
Mazola, Nucoa. Skipp and Niagara.

Best Foods points out, however,
there has recently been increased ad-
vertiser interest in tv specials and
events that can be converted into sp
cials. Other companies have ask
Best Foods to sell them partial righ
to the College Queen pageant 4whic
the company has no intention o
granting).

Among the reasons for this in

(Continued on page 56
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A PROGRAM MAN'S . . . .

The Second Season

ow that the television season has settled down, the

custom established over the last few years called the
iecond season" is about to begin. This is an agonizing

id generally unsatisfactory situation that networks

iw face.
The decision to replace an early failure is a tough
ae for many reasons. Foremost is the unlikely event
tat the replacement will do any better than the show it
:places.
The act of cancelling a show is complicated. It is not

ke turning a faucet on or off. Contracts generally call

ir cancellation privileges after 26 episodes on 60.90
ays notice. Amoritization of sets and basic pilot costs
re based on the 26 -time formula.
Actors and key personnel like directors, producers,

:clinicians. writers. etc. have similar contracts. The

tudio space and office space is further compotuided on
is accounting base. as is the overhead.
When a show is so bad that it is cancelled out after

nly 13 shows. there is big trouble and much negotiation.
lances are that more than 13 shows have been at least
lartially made, if it is a film show, because film shows
o be comfortable must be at least eight shows ahead.

Scripts and casting of important players will definitely
to well ahead of production. Location or background
hooting may also be well ahead. Somebody must pay
or the out-of-pocket costs.

In the trying negotiations there is much give and take.
k network may pick up a commitment for the next
;mon in exchange for the waiving of certain contrac-
tual rights in the present season. Another way to pay off

he obligation is to go ahead and make the full comple-

ment of films and put them into syndication with costs
coming out of first money in.

A short -run flop has some value in syndication even
though there are too few episodes to really pay out and
there is an aura of failure about the show. Given an in-
definite amount of time, any show can recoup its costs.

In general, all those associated with a flop want out-
not at a personal loss, of course. but not unreasonably.
To be tossed into oblivion at mid -season may open up
the opportunity to act in pilots for the next season, but.
in general, the actor, writer, or director who is on the
bench in mid -season heads for the unemployment office.

Once the network gets over the agonies of getting out
of its commitment, the big job has just begun. What to
program instead of the flop? Generally, there are always
some shows around which almost made it at the begin-
ning of the season.

If the networks had enough option money on them to
hold writers and cast leads, the show can go on. The
tough decision is to determine whether it will do any
better than the show it replaced.

The real surprise hit of last year was The Smothers
Brothers. Flushed with success over that season, CBS has
has elected to program Jonathan Winters as its mid -
season replacement for Dundee and the Culhane.

Viewpoints
On the surface this makes good sense. Being live -on -

tape. Jonathan Winters is more flexible than a film show
and can be constantly nursed in immediate response to

problems that arise weekly as reflected in poor ratings.
Negatively. however, to enjoy Winters takes an ac-

quired taste. the show often lacks control. and it

notoriously fragile under pressure. Odds are that thr

show ill won't work for one reason or another.
Other alternatives are British products like The Aveng-

ers and The Saint that are already made and. although
never good enough to start a season. are a good back-up
for failures. These shows are tried and found adequate.
They are also cheaper to buy than the U.S. product.

Hopefully. Canada. Australia. Germany and Japan will

sooner or later be able to supply material. but at thr
present their product is too local and too amateurish foi
U.S. consumption, with the exception of some specials.

By far the easiest way to make a mid -season replace.
ment is to take a successful quiz show-or a temporarily
defunct one-and use it to fill. This is a holdin,t, action
but it makes economic sense. These shows cost less than
half a film show and can, therefore, deliver an advertising
value proportionately more efficient since they will prob.
ably get the same size audience.

Another alternative is to do what ABC plans to do
with Good Company. That is. give the time back to the
stations. Painful though this may be. it is the most
sensible course in a case like this w hen sponsorship is
hard to come by and stations must be compensated.

This is also practical in another sense because stations
have a way of abruptly leaving a dying program and the
ensuing line-up hardly attracts nervous advertisers.

All in all, the second season rarely produces a real
winner. Much too often the brave new world merely dup-
licates the world it replaced. And the cost of duplication

-4
A /INF. ACTOR IN A LOSING SHOW: JOHN MILL, IN III \ DU:

cannot justify this kind of action.
It is also almost axiomatic that niany of the shows

scheduled for the axe get a sudden fresh start causing
one to wonder if they would have succeeded if they had
been left alone. That haunting thought has disturbed
many a second season programmer's sleep.

The most sensible solution to the problem is to show
better judgment in picking shows for the beginning of
the season and then be slow to replace any but the most
dismal failures. In terms of ratings, the soundest replace-
ments at mid -season appear to be live variety shows.
Sooner or later it is hoped that products from other
countries will he available to fill the void.
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Film/Tape Report
VIET NAM IN SERIES

The Country Team, novel by Robin
Moore, author of The Green Berets,
may succeed in infiltrating network
primetime, while the CIA organiza-
tion of the book's title couldn't suc-
ceed in penetrating the boondocks of
a country much like Thailand.

Working with Robin Moore on a
script for a feature film that may,
like Ironsides, serve as a pilot for a
series, is Sylvester L. "Pat" Weaver,
veteran program executive and
former president of the NBC-TV net-
work, who is now director of com-
munication at Wells, Rich, Greene.

Moore said a major tv produc-
tion company is interested in the
proposal for a series based on The
Country Team. A mixture of past
situations in Viet Nam and future
possibilities in Thailand, the novel's
main character, an American rubber
planter, is modeled on James Thomp-
son, the Thai silk king, who dis-
appeared in the jungles of Southeast
Asia last year.

Under other thin disguises are
Madame Nu, Diem, Ky, and one
character is a mixture of Kings Bao
Dai and Sihanouk, another, of news-
men David Halberstam and Malcolm
Browne.

6,000 MILES FOR A CAMEL

Some people might indeed w alk a
mile for Camel cigarettes, but one
New Yorker last sutnmer flew 6,000
miles for them.

Andre Moullin, president of Tele-
video, went to Kenya to film a series
for R. J. Reynolds and its agency,
Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample.

On the way to Nairobi from New
York, Moullin and Televideo direct-
or Jacques Letellier picked up an as-
sistant cameraman in Paris. From
Nairobi, where they acquired the
rest of the crew, the Televideo people
set out toward Tanzania with a full-
fledged safari, with Masai bearers,
and pitched their tents in the bush.

Although it might seem that the
film-makers were roughing it, life
was made bearable for them on the
great African plain, Andre Moullin
relates, by an excellent chef and an
adequate supply of vintage wines.
Apparently the commercials. which

show a white hunter going to great
lengths to get Camel cigarettes, were
well worth the trip, and did not cost
much more than if shot in the States.

DIGGING FOR TV IN FLORIDA
Iiclman Adler, veteran uctisiiik

production executive and now exec-
utive vice president of MacArthur
Productions in Palm Beach Shores,

TUCKER'S TREASURE

as Nell as president of Ivan Tors Tv
in North Miami, took time off while
on a trip to New York recently to
tell about how the world's largest
man-made lagoon was built for Mac-
Arthur Productions as the per-
manent set for Treasure Isle, the
outdoor game show which will start
on ABC-TV in December under part
sponsorship by Colgate.

"We converted a natural lagoon
into a man-made one," Adler relat-
ed, "because with a natural lagoon,
you're out of business at low tide."
MacArthur Productions studied hun-
dreds of possible paving materials
to get the one that would look best
underwater on color tape. The lagoon
was deepened to four feet and two
"tropic isles", on and around which
the game will be played, were carved
out in the process.

North of the lagoon, John D. Mac-
Arthur is completing The Colonnades
Beach Hotel, a 425 -room low-rise in
the Spanish Colonial style.

The hotel will be the headquarters
for a taped, five -day -a -week, 90 -
minute variety show that MacArthur
Productions will be producing for
syndication.

Adler said the show, something

like "a contemporary hit parade,
with emphasis on solid current mu
sic, not rock, is set for the top -7:
markets with a national sponso
(not Colgate).

In the strip show will appear star
entertainers playing the Gold Coast
hotels. Adler said that the shows
will be taped outdoors. on the
grounds of the hotel, using the same
equipment being used for Treasure
Island, a high -band mobile video-
tape unit used earlier for the United
(Overmyer) Network's Las Vegas
feed, and leased from Lew -Ron.

"It's a 30 Rock on wheels.- said
Adler, a former NBC program ex-
ecutive. The 10 hours of shows a
week will be shot virtually back to
back. In the game show. about two
guest celebrities will appear each
week. .

The host of Treasure Isle is John
Bartholomew Tucker, who was **dis-
covered" by Marto Lewis of Norman,
Craig & Kummel, on an etu fund-
raising telethon. Lewis. vice president
for programming at NC&K, brought
the show proposed by Adler to Col -

gate's attention

THE PERMISSIVE SOCIETY

Trans -Lux '1 i has linall% put A
Stranger Knocks into tv vindication,
adding the Danish film to its Top
Draw feature package. A few years
ago Trans -Lux fought a test case up
to the U. S. Supreme Court to get a
N.Y. State censors' ban lifted from
the import. The Trans -Lux' victory

MAKING THE ROUND>

marked the end of nearly half a cen-
tury of film censorship in New York
State.
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Sound shouts its importance in
very film and video production.
hat's why you can afford only a
eeves quality track.
We know sound. Almost enough

)have invented it.
We pioneered in every technical

nprovement made in sound mix -

Listen!
ing in the past 34 years. In most
we were alone.

Like being the first equipped for
mixing from sprocketed magnetic
film. Or first to install a quality
lab just for sound negatives. Or
first to introduce film audio
methods to videotape.

REEVES

We have enough studios and
equipment to make us the largest
independent in the business. With
the most highly regarded staff of
sound engineers.

In short, we know the value of
the sound half of a production.

At Reeves it shouts loud indeed.

SOUND STUDIOS
A DIVISION OF REEVES BROADCASTING CORPORATION

'01 EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017.(212) OR 93550
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"TELEVISION AGE is the
best way I know to keep up
with who's doing what,
where and how.

JAMES BARIUM
Vice President, Assistant to the Director,
Commercial Broadcast Production Delt.
Ted Bates & Company

Jim Harbur received a Journalism degree from the Uni-
versity of Missouri and also attended Columbia University
as a graduate student in Business Administration.

His advertising career was launched in 1951 as a field
representative for D'Arcy Advertising. The following year
he moved to Cunningham & Walsh where he produced and
wrote commercials. Later, he rejoined D'Arcy as a Radio
and Television Creative Director. He went to Benton &
Bowles in '57 and was a Senior Producer there for three
years.

With Ted Bates since 1960. Mr. Harbor has been a
Film Producer and Production Group Supervisor at the
agency. Earlier this year, he was named a Bates VP and
Assistant to the Director of the TV Department.

He composes music, sails, produces film shorts and
photographs in the "available" time he finds out of the
office.

Television Age

COMMERCIALS MAKERS
HERB HORTON joined Pelic

Videotape Productions, a newl
formed branch of Pelican Produ
Lions, as vice president in charge
operations. Horton had headed
Tapex, the videotape branch o:
Filmex, before taking over the helm
of Pelican's videotape operation
Pelican will be working with tape is
New York, Hollywood and Chicago,

HOWARD LINKOFF joined Say age
Friedman as sales manager. He had

LINKOFF

been a producer and sales represent
tive at EUE/Screen Gems. For thr
years Linkoff headed up Lante
Productions, and before that w
with MPO and VPI.

Savage Friedman promoted
COHEN to business manager.
joined the studio when it was set

COHEN

110

in 1965. Earlier, Cohen worked o
several network series, among the
Wide World of Sports, the CB
Evening News with Walter Cronkite
and also on the syndicated strip,
Girl Talk. Before going into tv, Co.
hen was a still photographer.

NINO FALANGA joined Colodzin
Productions as head of European
operations. Experienced in feature
production in Italy and Spain, Fal-
anga is now in Rome conferring
with Colodzin's Italian aff ilia
Edizioni Aurora Tv.
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Paint the town Red, Blue, Green. 
Color your station successful. 

If you're already transmitting network color, the logical next step 
is a full spectrum of local color news coverage. Watch how color enhances 

your importance to the community and your usefulness to advertisers! 
Kodak makes your move to color feasible with the versatile ME -4 System: 

high-speed Kodak Ektachrome EF Films, a virtually foolproof process, 
and quality -tested chemistry. The ME -4 System assures color video 

images of high resolution, low noise and excellent color saturation. 
Processing service is available in many areas, or you can easily process 

the film yourself. Naturally, we'll help you set up the process 
and keep ourselves available for continued service thereafter. 

Want more information? Call your nearest Eastman Kodak 
motion picture engineer. 

Eastman Kodak Company 
Atlanta: 404/GL 7.5211 Chicago: 312/654.0200 

Dallas: 214/FL 1.3221 Hollywood: 213/464.6131 
New York: 212/MU 7.7080 San Francisco: 415/PR 6.6055 Kodal 

IP A DEM 



into the syndication of specials, has
sold six hours, as yet undescribed,
to three CBS Owned stations: WCBS-
TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago and
KM OX -TV St. Louis. The specials will
be videotaped in color by Screen
Gems in Hollywocd; Jackie Barnett
is the producer.

THE CORRIDA SPREADS

Spanish International Network
lined up three more stations for Bull-
fights from Mexico, S.I.N.'s series of
taped two-hour bullfights from Mexi-
co City and Tijuana.

The newcomers to the fiesta brava:
WAJ A -TV Miami, a new licensee,
WNY P -TV Jamestown and KDTV Dal-
las.

The corridas are now on 10 sta-
tions, among them WCIU-TV Chicago
and WDCA-TV Washington. The others
are KM EX -TV Los Angeles, KW EX -TV
San Antonio, KPAZ-TV Phoenix,
KGBT-TV Harlingen and WTSJ -TV San
Juan.

IN FROM LISBON

The Portuguese branch of Movie -
record's commercials -making opera-
tion, Telecine-Moro in Lisbon, won
two prizes for commercials at the
recent International Film and Tv
Festival of New York.

On hand to pick them up were
Jorge Galveias Rodrigues, president

TWO TV PRIZES

of Telecine-Moro, and Sra. Galveias
Rodrigues, and with them, to pick up
two other awards Movierccord in
Madrid had won with cinema com-
mercials, were Jaime Ibran, execu-
tive vice president of Movieiecord in
New York, and his production co-
ordinator, Marjorie Gallin.

GENTLE BEN GOES OVER

CBS Films sold Gentle Ben in a
score of overseas markets, many of
them before the Ivan Tors show
started this fad on the CBS -TV. The
show is on Rediffusion Tv in Bri-

tain, Tokyo Broadcasting System in
Japan, and on 32 stations in Canada.

Lawrence Hilford, director of in-
ternational sales for CBS Films, said
the show has also been sold in 12
Latin American countries and in
Germany. the Phillippines and Iran.

THE MOVIES

Harold Goldman Associates en-
tered into a co -production deal with
a German company, Pentagon Pro-
ductions in Munich, to make a feat-
ure called Devil May Care.

New York location shooting for
LSD, the first of four features being
co -produced by Filmex in New
York and Mexico, was completed
last month at spots ranging from
Central Park to Bellevue, and in -

UP IN CENTRAL PARK

eluding several street scenes shot
around the corner from the Filmex
studio on New York's East Side.

Interiors are being shot at the
Churubusco Studios in Mexico City.

ZOOMING IN ON PEOPLE

Audience Studies, Inc. promoted
GERALD LUKEMAN to vice president
in charge of national sales, ROBERT
PARCH ER to vice president in charge
of sales development, and ROGER
SELTZER to vice president in charge
of administration on the West Coast.

Lukeman, who had been vice presi-
dent and director of client services.
joined ASI in '6-1 as director of
client relations.

Parcher, a senior account execu-
tive in ASI's New York office since
'66, joined the company in Los An-
geles in '63 as director of develop-
mental research.

Seltzer, director of administration
on the West Coast since 1966, joined
the company in '64.

ROBERT F. EDGINTON joined Scene
Two Productions in Detroit. Edgin-
ton had been with Group W.

QUICK CUT

Videotape Productions of
York reduced its dupe prices by 2
per cent on tv spots of 60 sccond
or less. A spokesman for Videutap
Center said that with the reductioi
the difference in cost between twi
film prints and one tape dupe is um

TAPE DANCE

almost insignificant.
Memos bile. Videotape Center taped

the first choreographed retail store
commercial in anyone's recollection,
a color tape for Zayre Stores, a chain
of 110 self-service variety dep
ment stores.

In the 60 -second spot nine boo
and chorines play typical shop
dancing through a store loading
on Christmas gifts. Choreography
by Martin Allen, the dance rapt
in Illya, Darling; direction 1)% La
Kasha. The agency for Zayr, is
Bernstein & Co. in Providence.

SHINGLES
J. Leonard Reinsch. president

Cox Broadcasting Corp.. and B'
Crosby completed the negot iatio

REINSCH, CROSBY

for the acquisitions by Cox of Bile
Crosby Productions, which will be
operated as part of the Cox program
production and distribution divisio
Crosby Productions makes Hogan
Heroes.

Walter Schwimmer, Inc., divisio
of Cox Broadcasting, is making a
minute color one-shot on the sto
of Bobby Jones.
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ith spot sales having had the
rug pulled out from under it

us year, despite evidence of a slight
ulge in October, a survey of reps
!Elects an overall caution not only
tr the final quarter of '67 but for
968 as well.
To date it has been a year of in-

msistent market patterns with for-
merly good spot areas dragging their
mils while other markets have sud-
enly spurted into life, reps report.
ig and little markets have been hit
ithout discrimination.
Reps agree that economic factors

cccount for the fall -off in advertiser
ollars. The absence of any great
umber of new products was another
ause cited and the network inven-
)ry, allowing buyers to buy choice
me at discount rates, has taken a
urther chunk out of the spot sales
de.

The here and now of the final
luarter is "soft" according to Kevin
lIcDermott, Blair bales manager, who
an't help but recall the fine fourth
punter he enjoyed last year. And
/bile McDermott reels October sales
night just be up to 1966's, he also
totes that the big question this year
vill be November. McDermott des-
ribm December as a "tough month"
md, with this in view, he takes a
:onservative stance for spot in '68.

December was also described as a
rouble -maker. by Bob Muth, PGW
ice president and sales manager,

NOVEMBER 20, 1967

a review of
current activity
in national
spot tv

who feels that a drop off here could
be serious enough to pull down the
entire quarter. Like McDermott,
Muth is optimistic about October and
he feels that sales might even rival
those in 1966. November is, accord-
ing to Muth, riding the line with last
year and despite a most likely slow
first quarter, 1963 will probably be
good for spot.

Jack White, vice president and na-
tional sales manager at H -R, is also
on the conservative ticket feeling that
there is nothing in the air that would
warrant any optimism. Arthur W.
Scott, Jr., vice president and general
sales manager for Adam Young, said
specific reasons for the fall -off in spot
were hard to pinpoint. He is enthused
over an October pick-up in middle
sized markets and expects November
will do nicely. "A pulse beat was

At the Leo Burnett Co., Inc., Chicago,
Lee M. Rich works as vice president
in charge ol media services.

REPORT

found," he exclaims. Despite end -of -
the -year cancellations coming a week
earlier than usual, Scott anticipates
a good 1968 based on a fourth quar-
ter revival. The December dropouts
are usual, he reports, mainly because
some advertisers don't want to com-
pete with the holiday and
because many manufacturers have
already spent all their advertising
dollars for the year.

The modest Fall revival has

brought business in the fourth quar-
ter back to a normal level, affirms
another rep vice president and sales
manager. "The first three quarter,
were slack due to the general eco-
nomic situation, there was no cut in
advertising expenditures, but rather
a holdback on ad dollars." As far a,
1968 projections go they are impos-
sible to make, he says. "In fact.
they've been pretty near impossible
all year through because of short
schedules. There's no doubt that the
entire year will be down, but the last
quarter might be better than we
anticipate."

Among current and upcoming spot
campaigns from advertisers and
agencies across the country are the
following:

Allen Products Co., Inc.
(Weightman, Inc., Philadelphia)
Fringe and day minutes will carry the
message on ALPO DOG FOOD through

(Continued on page 44)
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Representative: The MEEKER Company, Ine.
New York  Chicago  InsAngeles  San Franc

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa./Channel 8
WGAL-TV successfully saturates this great, diversified
area. And, its glowing color pictures include all -color local
telecasts and NBC programs. Also 26% * color penetration.
Based on Feb. -Mar. 1967 Nielsen estimates; subject to inherent limitations of sam
pimp techniques and other qualifications issued by Nielsen, available upon request.

STEINMAN TELEVISION STATIONS Clair McCollough, Pres.
WGAL-TV Lancaster -Harrisburg -York -Lebanon, Pa.  WTEV Providence, R.I./ New Bedford -Fall River, Mass.  KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N.M.  KVOA-TV Tucson. Ariz.
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One Buyer's Opinion . . .

AUTOMATA BROAD STROKES

I first became acquainted with automation-in -advertising as an esti-

mator several years ago. My agency put on a presentation for client and

agency alike extolling the virtues of this great new phenomenon. It

pointed out how automation would be used to relieve the administrative
(paperwork) burden. store information, and eventually assist in making

media decisions.

Well, after working on a major computerized account, I'm totally

disenchanted. For a system that's supposed to eliminate paperwork, it

appears to create more than it eliminates.

Consider the steps in making a buy. With a non -computerized account,

the buyer simply fills out a form carboning the estimating and traffic
departments. However. with a computerized account. an additional form

in computer language is required.

A secretary must register the input. To keep this information up-to-date,

constant registration of changes must be made, necessitating the use of

an individual for this duty at all times. I personally give up my secretary
about one and a half hours a day for this duty.

What's more important to the buyer. however. is the fact that with the
advent of the computer. three budget control factors must now agree with

one another-the buyer's immediate recaps, computer sheets, and, finally,
estimates. If one or more of these items is substantially off target, addi-

tional time and effort must be spent to trace doiin discrepancies.

This becomes an especially tedious task in piggybacking situations
%here more than one agency feeds its spots into a centralized computer.
And, where errors are found, additional time is required to make up
special forms to retract erroneous information and replace it with accu-
rate data.

And is it elver easy to neglect recording schedule revisions! Just last
month. I found that iie had missed two weeks of a schedule due to non -
arrival of film. I okayed the make -goods for the spots over the phone
but neglected to have them punched into the computer. The make -good
transaction with the rep took about one minute. However, tracking down
the oversight took about two hours of valuable time. And it probably
would have taken much longer. had the error been fonnd at a later date.

And those print-out sheets! They are hard to read, cumbersome, and
take much time to separate and file. It doesn't take an expert to note
that the print-outs don't communicate. Oftentimes, buyers desia, infor-
mation quickly. A glance at the computer sheets shows why extracting
information can also be both time-consuming and easily interpreted
inaccurately.

The jumpy sans -serif type plays games with your eyes. while playing
peek-a-boo with the horizontal lines across the pages. Constant refer-
ences to the frail pages will smudge and tatter them. making them still
more illegible.

Perhaps I'm "nit picking.- We all realize that computers are still in
the initial stage of the tool desire it to be. But let's keep in mind that
broad strokes must be accompanied by short strokes. to guarantee the
practical. everyday viability of our progress in this area.

The action station in
the action city_

iii1111111111111111111111m

Charlotte's

Year after year WSOC-TV sweeps the top
share of Carolina awards for news excel
lence, documentaries, public affairs
programming. This station's involve-
ment in local and regional service earns
more than citations. For us, and for ad
vertisers, it wins friends and influences
customers. There are lots of them. Char-
lotte is midpoint of the South's largest
industrial concentration, The Piedmont
Crescent-one of the fastest growing
"strip cities" in the U.S.A. Ask us or H -R
for our new fact book on the Charlotte
market.

NBC/Represented by HR

COT BROADCASTING CORPORATION stations; MB AM -FM -TV, Atlanta:
WHIO AM -FM -TV. Dayton; WSOC AM -FM -TV. Charlotte; WI00 AM FM,

Miami; KTVU(TV), San Francisco-Dakland; WIIC-TV, Pittsburgh.
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Spot (Continued from page 41)

mid -December. Spots will run in 50
markets, most of them from the top of
the list. Buying is Jim Egan.

Beatrice Foods Co.
(Campbell-Mithun, Inc., Chicago)
Commercials for LA CHOY food products
are currently in 20 major markets.
Fringe minutes and prime 20s will be
used to supplement network buys
through December.

Borden Co.
(R. K. Mano/J, Inc., N.Y.)
Commercials for OLD LONDON snacks,
especially CHEEZ WAFFIES, CHEEZ DOODLES,

and CORN CHIPS break November 30.
Fringe and day minutes and some prime
20s will be used in from eight to 10
East Coast markets through December 31.
Buying is Mary Jane Hoey.
Buitoni Foods Corp.
(Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc. N.Y.)
This company is introducing a new
product, INSTANT FROZEN PIZZA, for use
in toasters, with test schedules in
Scranton and Albany. Minutes are being
used through December. Buying is
Bob Morano.

Calgon Corp.
(Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Inc.,

Pittsburgh)
A 10 -week buy for CALCON beads,

YOU MAY NEVER SEE A ROSE TREE 40" THICK*-

BUT...Sales Can Be Rosy in the 39th Market with WKZO-TVI
A rose without a thorn-that's the
Grand Rapids -Kalamazoo and
Greater Western Michigan market
served by WKZO-TV.

Already the nation's 39tht tele-
vision market, this area is still grow-
ing, still unfolding. In Kalamazoo

WKZO-TV MARKET
COVERAGE AREA ARB '65

alone, for instance, four new plants
have recently created 7,200 new in-
dustrial and service jobs. They
brought over 18,000 Yiew people to
town and added another $25,000,000
to retail sales. That's just Kalama-
zoo; the same sort of growth is
taking place all over the market!

If you like the heady fragrance of
climbing sales-now and later on-
sow your selling seed via WKZO-
TV. Your green -thumbed Avery-
Knodel man can give you complete
particulars on our rich soil and year -
'round "growing" season.

And if you want all the rest of
upstate Michigan worth having, add
IVIVTV /IrlrUP-TV, Cadillac -
Sault Ste. Marie, to your IPKZO-
TV schedule.

*There's one at Tombstone, Arizona.
tARB's 1965 Television Market Analysis.

'/Ze .7//111./ II
11A010

MI6 AMAMI Willi "M.
WI" 11..Y10.
WHY ...4111.41,11

11%11 A1011/1.1.

it tvisinx
1111110 1.11.11, Ole IN.

WKZO-T V
100,000 WAITS CHANNII. 3 1000' TOW!!

11.11.1. In 01% Klarn and °rand IIpld
For 0te, W

AveriNnlel, batom.. 140...11 ...... ot,
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bouquet, and conditioner breaks January
;

Day minutes and piggybacks are planned
in the top 25 markets. Buying is
Joyce Pence.

Carter -Wallace, Inc.
(SSC&B, Inc., N.Y.)
This company is introducing ARRID EXT
DRY deodorant in several West Coast
markets. Day and fringe minutes and
30s will run through mid February.
Sue Baron is the buyer.

Coca Cola Co.
( Marschalk, Inc., N.Y.)
A four -week flight for MINUTE MAID
breaks at issue date. Early and late
fringe minutes will be used in about
20 major markets. Buying is Vera B

Corn Products Co.
(Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, Inc.,

N.Y.)
Commercials for HELLMAN'S MAYONNAIS
breaks at issue date. The five -week buy
will use fringe 30s and prime 20s in
about 25 selected markets. Buying is
David Duffy.

Corn Products Co.
(Foote, Cone, & Belding, Inc., A'.Y
This company's Best Foods division is
introducing a new product, CACKLEBIRD
frozen cornish hen. Early fringe minu
are being used in three test markets
through the end of December. Buying
is Judy Van Vleanderan.

Creomulsion Co.
(Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta)
An initial four -week flight for
CREOMULSION ends December 9. It will
be followed by a nine -week buy breaking
December 31. Fringe minutes and prime
20s will be used to reach women in
60 major markets. Buying is
Mary O'Shields.

General Foods Corp.
(Benton & Bowles, Inc., N.Y.)
An introductory buy for PIZZA STICKS
breaks November 27. The initial
seven -week schedule will use fringe
and prime minutes and 30s in
Indianapolis and Albany-Schenectady-Tro
Commercials are targetted at adults
as well as teens. Bill Irwin is the contact.

General Foods Corp.
(Young & Rubicam, Inc., N.Y.)
This company is renewing a 28 -market
buy for GAINEsBURGERS begun last month
and has tentative plans to add another
20 to 25 markets to the list. Early
and late fringe minutes and 30s arc
being used. Buying is Joe Dell Aquila.

Holland House Brands, Inc.
(Lennen & Newell, Inc., N.Y.)
December 4 is start time on a four -week
flight for HOLLAND HOUSE COCKTAIL MIX.
The product, which has not traditionally
used television, will test spot usage
with fringe IDs in Chicago and
Philadelphia. Buying is Betty Whalen.

Ideal Toy Corp.
(Grey Advertising, Inc., N.Y.)
Spring schedules for various toys and

(Continued on page
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ohn Kiegley likes to become in-
volved in what he's doing, and he

Ices sales reps who are involved too.
We have a saying around here that
buy is not completed until the bill
paid," he said.
"When a new rating book comes

it, I like the salesman who's on the
tone to me before I have a chance
call him. A good salesman knows

hat I'm looking for, and if he can
aprove my schedule while it's !lin-
ing, if a better spot opens up or if
rogram ratings drop, he should let
e know. The buyer's signature on
I order should not mean the sales-
an's job is over."
A buyer/planner in the Lever

roue at SSC&B, Inc., Kiegley feels
! has had a particularly good oppor-
nit) on that account to become
osel) involved in the proper execu-
on of each buy.
"In the Lever group," he explain.

1, "each buyer buys on all brands
an assigned number of markets.

hat means he has a smaller number
r markets to work with, and conse-
uently. he has the opportunity to

JOHN KIEGLEY

get to know those markets quite well.
"Since I'm looking at the same

programs over and over again, I'm
in a position to change my schedules
based on first-hand knowledge of
how well or poorly they're doing. I
see the same reps three or four times
a week and can deal with them on a
more personal basis. I think working
this way enables the buyer to do a
better job. He can keep constant
watch on all the details of his buy."

Kiegley likes detail. The special.
ization involved in media buying

uab, in fact, what first attracted him
to the field. "Buying is becoming
more specialized," he noted, "and my
personality is such that I'd rather be
a specialist, involved with all the
facts and figures of a campaign, than
an account executive, familiar with
the general plan of how a client's
money is being spent but not with
specific details.

"The detailed material he works
with gives the buyer a great deal of
responsibility in deciding how a

client's money is spent," he added.
A native of Seattle, Kiegley owes

his move east, and into media, to
some degree, to the navy, "! had a
degree in Far Eastern political sci-
ence from the University of Wash-
ington and no special plans," he said.
The navy brought him first to Rhode
Island and then to Norfolk, Va. "It
was over a beer about a month before
I got out of the navy that two friends
of mine who were in advertising sug-
gested that I try it.

He did. and it looks like he found
the right career. "I found in media
a great opportunity to combine work-
ing with people and with statistics."
he said. "I like both."

iowtheWest is ONE.
'HE great West group

HARRISCOPE BROADCASTING CORPORATION

SERVING 208,000 TELEVISION HOMES
IN 60 COUNTIES

IFBB-TV, GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

IULR-TV, BILLINGS, MONTANA

(TWO -TV, CASPER, WYOMING

This broad coverage made possible by

114 translators and 31 CATV systems.

ROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

KFB
GRE
FALLS

Salt Lake City

KULR-TV
BILLINGS

WYOMING

KTWO-TV 
CASPER

 

Denver

ASK YOUR MEEKER MAN!
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GO FIRST
CLASS WITH

KMJ -TV
FRESNO  CALIFORNIA

Outfox your competition. Put
your message on KMJ-TV and
get the benefit of first class skills,
first class equipment, local news
coverage in depth, and high -rated
NBC network shows. KMJ-TV
delivers the audience you want
including the nation's Number
One agricultural income county.

Data Soarer. SRDS, June 1967

McCLATCHY BROADCASTING
BASIC NBC AFFILIATE REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY KATZ TELEVISION

Spot (Continued from page 44)

games are currently being firmed.
Tentative plans call for a 20 -market
buy to break January 8. Kids will be
the target of early morning and earl)
fringe minutes and piggybacks through
April 29. Buying is Marge Swallow.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
(Benton & Bottles, Inc.. N.Y.)
An eight -week buy will test new
commercial copy for PLEDGE through
December 15. Fringe and prime 30s
are being used in Des Moines,
Scranton -Wilkes Barre, Buffalo and
Columbus, Ohio. Sam Chrisholm
the contact.

Lever Bros. Co.
(8800, Inc., N.).)
Fringe and day minutes and piggybacks
are being used for WISK through
December 16. The five -week buy is
running in 30 of the top 100 market-.
Lucille Widener is the contact.

Lever Bros. Co.
(Ogilvy & Mather, Inc., N.Y.)
Commercials for FINAL TOUCH will be
in about 60 markets through
mid -December. Fringe 30s and
piggybacks are being u -e41 to reach
women. Phil Oldham i- the contact.

Lever Bros. Co.
(SSC&B, Inc., .N.I..)
Commercials for ant si vo ALL are
currently in about -13 major markets.
Early and late fringe minutes and 30 -
will be used through mid -December.
Buying is jack °ken.

Liberty Mutual In-uranci 1.o.
(BBDO,
Beginning January 6, the ,.;

sponsoring two half-hour : "1 hr
Outdoorsman" for 26 weeks in 42
markets and "The Flying Fisherman"
for 13 weeks in 75 markets.
Norma Streasman is the contact.

North American Philips Co., Inc.
(LaRoche, McCaffrey & McCall, Inc..

N.Y.)
A four to five -week flight for NORELCO
TAPE RECORDERS breaks at issue date.
Dealer -tagged minutes will be seen in
fringe spots in the top 33 market-.
Buying is Ron Windnerman.

Pet Inc.
(Gardner Adrerti.sing Co.. N.Y.)
Fringe as well as prime time 60s and
piggybacks will carry the message for
WHITMANS CHOCOLATE SAMPLER into over
15 markets December 12 through 22.
Contact is Dick 111acaln,...

Polaroid Corp.
(Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc., N.Y.)
A four -week flight for POLAROID CANU.RAs
breaks at issue date. Kids will be the
target of the fringe minutes in about
20 markets, including Houston, Portland,
Ore., Minneapolis, and Columbus.
Ed Koehler is the buyer.

Quaker City Chocolate and
Confectionary Co., loc.

( Helitzer, Waring & LaRosa, A.Yj
A five -week buy for GOOD 'N PLENTY
candy breaks at issue date. Kids are
the target of the day and fringe
minutes tentatively in these 12 market.:
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San
Francisco, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and Milwaukee. Buying
is Liz Mallon.

Parker Pen Co.
(Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc., N.Y.)

one -week pre -Christmas flight for
.arious PARSER PENS breaks December 14,
Fringe minutes and prime 20s will be
used in about 25 major markets,
including Seattle, Portland, Ore.,
St. Louis, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Houston,
Philadelphia. Minneapolis, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Denver, and Boston.
Buying is Dave Ackerman.

Philip Morris, inc.
(Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc., A.) .

This company is introducing a tic.,
product, AERO CHOCOLATE 115R with a
seven -week buy which breaks at
date. Early and late fringe minute- dud
prime 20s will be used in seen
scattered markets. Ethel Melchor i+
the contact.

Pillsbury Co.
Ilinneapolis)

A six -week buy for \Wu JUICE breaks
January 8. Kids %, ill be the target of

Who

cares about

Madalene Fitchett
of

Adel, Iowa?

13  Sti-MOINES, IOYI
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the day and fringe 30s in about 25
markets. Buying is Dick Anne.

Pillsbury Co.
(BBDO, Inc., N.Y.)
An introductory test buy for FRENCH
FI1AUDE snacks will be in Green Bay
through the end of January. Day and
fringe minutes and prime and fringe
IDs are being used. Monty Brummel
is the contact.

Procter & Gamble Co.
(Benton & Bowles, Inc., N.Y.)
Commercials for PAMPERS DISPOSABLE
DIAPERS break at issue date. Day and
late fringe minutes and prime 20s will
be used through the end of December
in 50 markets in the Minneapolis and
Dallas -Houston areas. Buying is
Peter Shill.

Procter & Gantlle Co.
(Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, N.Y.)
An additional 100 markets have been
added to the initial 50 -market buy for
%%HITE CLOUD which broke October 30.
Day minutes are the main vehicle.
1 45 -market buy for PUFFS will also
Ike minutes. Spots for both products
%%ill run through the end of December.
lohn McCurdy is the contact.

Procter & Gamble Co.
(Grey Advertising, Inc., N.Y.)
1n eight to 13 -week buy for otlz breaks
January 1. Day and fringe minutes and
,ome piggybacks will be used in about
190 market,. Boeing is Stan Weil.

'ut the
niddle

if the
nitten.

LANSING

BATTLE CREEK ANN ARBOR

JACKSON

n the palm of your hand

w L v
1. More efficient distribution of circula-

tion.
2. Dominates southern half of circula-

tion. (Lansing and south)
3. Puts more advertising pressure where

it's needed most.
4. Gets you more complete coverage with

less overlap.

WILX-TV
555 Stoddard Building
Lansing, Michigan 48933

68

Pro-phy-lac-tie Brush Co.
(I. Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.)
Commercials for PRO BRUSHES and
JET STREAM break at issue date. The
five -week buy will use early and late
fringe minutes, some in sports adjacencies.
in six scattered markets. The buy is
an introductory test for Jet Stream.
Dorothy Thornton is the contact.

Sealtest Foods lee Cream div.
National Dairy Prods. Corp.

(N. W. Ayer. & ion, Inc., N.Y.)
Desire for greater audience reach is
main reason for switch from print to
spot tv for SEALTEST ICE CREAM.
A saturation schedule, which breaks in
January, will be in from 80 to 110
markets east of the Mississippi. Minutes
and 30s are planned for the initial
13 -week push, with a probable renewal
buy to run through the spring. The
product has used some spot in a handful
of markets during the past two years
but hasn't had a heavy spot buy since
1965. George Lemmond is the
account -tipervisor.

Selehow & Righter Co.
(Marschalk, Inc., N.Y.)
A three-week pre -Christmas push for
PARCH'S', SCRABBLE, R.S.V.P., and co FOR
BROKE, begins December 1. Prime 20s
and IDs will be in New York. Chicago,
Los Angeles, Washington. D.C., San
Francisco, and Philadelphia. Buying
is Vince Tortorelli.

Sperry Rand Corp.
(Young & Rubicam, Inc., N.Y.)
A pre -Christmas buy for ELECTRIC SHAVER,
breaks December 2. The two-week
flight will use fringe minutes and prime
20s and IDs to reach men in about 25
markets. Roger Waldbaum is the contact.

Sterling Drug, Inc.
(Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, N.Y.)
A five -week buy for COPE breaks at
issue date. Fringe and prime 30s will
he used in the top 25 markets.
Marc Steshower is the contact.

Zippo Co.
(Ogilvy & Mather, Inc., N.Y.)
November 26 is start time on a tv test
for ZIPPO CIGARETTE LIGHTERS. The
company, which has really gone into
tv in the past, will consider more extensive
use on basis of test results. Fringe
minutes and prime 20s will be used in
six Mid -West markets through
December 23. Buying is Al Branfman.

Rep Report
ROBERT A. ZAUNER w a, named

supervisor of sales development at
ABC-TV Spot Sales. He was former-
ly sales proposals representative for
the NBC Television Network.

JOHN MICHAEL KEATING Was

named account executive in the
New York office of CBS Television
Stations National Sales. Keating
formerly held the same position at
CBS in San Francisco.

g11-Migg

COUNT ON
KOVR

FOR ACTION
SACRAMENTO

STOCKTON

CALIFORNIA

Get results in the $5.30 billion
Stockton -Sacramento market
with television station KOVR.
McClatchy know-how, applied to
farm and other local news is one
reason. New vitality in community
service is another. Add high -rated
ABC shows, and you have the
combination that gets your com-
mercials seen . . . in one of Amer-
ica's fastest growing markets.

Data Source: Sales Management's I96 -
Copyrighted Survey -
Effective Buying Meow,

o KOVR p

McCLATCHY BROADCASTING
BASIC ABC AFFILIATE REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY BY KATZ TELEVISION
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;lerlilt Pr, rstrit iris
JACK WINKELsETH joined W. B.

Doner & Co., Detroit, as media di-
rector. He was formerly associate
media director at Daniel & Charles,
New York.

cAR01. A. mceriiiim.s was twined
associate director at Barickman
Selders Advertising, Inc., Chicago.

RICHARD P. RUGCLES It, joined de
Carmo, McCaffrey, Inc., New York,

as all media buyer. Ile was formerly
a buyer at Doyle Dane Bernbach,
Inc.

STANLEY Kitt:1st:It was named
media manager at Seali, McCabe,
Sloves, Inc. lie was formerly with
Benton & Boa les. Inc.

GORDON C. BRING, JR.. was named
associate media director at J. N.
Mathes, Inc. He was formerly as-
sistant media director.

Here's Blue Ribbon coverage
for your agricultural accounts!

4111,111111,

10 out of the top 15 U. S.
hog -producing counties are in

WOC-TV-LAN D
Not only are the top 2 hog -raising counties of the U. S. in WOC-TV-

LAND, but 34 of our 36 ARB counties are among the leading 150 hog
counties! (That's 8,869,625 hogs, according to latest statistics.)* 17
of these counties are also leaders in beef production. 7 are leading

dairy counties, too. Every day WOC-TV Farm Director J. R. Underwood
talks to these farmers . . . farmers with a cash income of more than
$1 billion! So, if your job is to sell trucks, tractors, implements, feed,
seed, insurance, appliances, insecticides, fertilizers or tires, you'll get
Blue Ribbon sales with WOC-TV.

Ask your PGW Colonel or WOC-TV salesman about the premium exposure
your product will receive in this prime farm market,

1961 Census of Agriculture preliminary

WOC-TV

WOC-TV .

WOC-TV

where the NEWS is

where the COLOR is

where the PERSONALITIES are

woc 6
Set -twig the
Farm Market
ham
Davenport. lowa

Exclusive National Representative - Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Agency Apptiin I I, it Is

HAROLD J. HOGAN and .11Ait, C.

SHELBY, account supervisors at
Campbell -Ewald Co., Detroit, were
named vice presidents.

ROBERT N. IIARRIs, RoRERT HAAS,
and GEORGE. GRUENWALD, formerly
senior vice presidents at North Ad
vertising, Inc., Chicago, were named
to newly created post of executive
vice president. Harris became execu-
tive vice president in charge of mar-
keting. Haas was placed in charge
of business development. Gruenwald,
is president of Pilot Products, Inc.,
a wholly owned subsidiary of North.

vsTlIoNY H. CANGEMI joined Kelly
Nason Advertising, New York, as
vice president, director of market.
ing. He was formerly account super-
visor at Gumbinner-North, Inc.

FRANK A. WOLFSON joined La-
Roche, McCaffrey & McCall, Inc.,
New York, as research project di-
rector. He was formerly research
analyst at Ted Bates & Co., Inc.

FREDERICK A. MITCHELL joined
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., as an as -

count supervisor. He was formed%
with Albert Frank -Guenther -Lass,
Inc.

ROBERT N. AYLIN, JR., account ex-
ecutive at Aylin Advertising, Hous-
ton, was named assistant vice presi
dent.

LEO P. MURRAY joined Bauer,
Tripp, Hening & Bressler, Inc., New
York, as account executive. He was
formerly vice president and account
executive with Stiefel/Raymond,
Inc.

MANUEL J. SILVA, formerly vice
president in charge of the grocery
division of Standard Brands. Inc.,
joined Dancer -FitzgeraldSample,
Inc. as vice president and account
supervisor.

JEAN F. ANDERSON was named as-
sociate research director, and JACK

1.. JASPER was appointed vice presi-
dent of Market Measurements, Inc.,
at Clinton E. Frank, Inc., Chicago.

JACK MILLER joined the Geyer.
Oswald, Inc. San Jose office as vice
president, account supervisor, and
director of client services. Miller
was formerly with Foote, Cone &
Belding, Inc., Los Angeles.

WILLIAM L. MCRAE was named
senior vice president of Buchen Ad.
vertising, Inc., Chicago. McRae is
directive head of the agency's twelve
food service accounts.
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'Vail Street Report
to catv industry. The interest in
growth of the community antenna

industry continues to mount with
wide number of corporations in -
ding Kaiser Industries. Time. Inc..

others deeply involved in the
ure of the industry.
But for a number of reasons the

cnpany that is in a critical position
i the field at present is TelePromp-
lr Corp.
although TelePrompTer. with

cnership of 24 cable systems and
wing approximately 100.000 sub-
ibers from New York to Honolulu.
not the largest in the field it ranks
the most interesting for several

'sons:
(1) Its president, Irving Kahn.
rt of overcharged dynamo in the
Id, has been the spearhead in the
ht to keep catv a relatively "live-
ue before the nation since the
fly 50s. In addition. Kahn laid out

blueprint for the growth of the
Id.
12) TPT is currently involved in
awsuit with CBS concerning TPTs
Ott to transmit copyrighted pro-
ems without permission.

real issue. What's really at
this suit is the size of the fee which

I [works could charge catv systems
I. access to their material. Kahn
I. indicated that he and other talc
orators are not opposed to paying

(pyright fees providing they are

the synchronous satellite and the de-
velopment of a system which would
allow tv broadcasting from satellites,
a move that would create a whole
new approach to tv broadcasting.

Hughes' first move was to form a
jointly -owned company with TPT,
called Theta Communications Corp.
Theta is to develop and distribute
electronic communications products
and systems. Theta is seeking to in-
stall Cable TV in Los Angeles.

Hughes acquisitions. Hughes Air-
craft also acquired an interest in
TPT's Manhattan catv system. Fi-
nally Hughes purchased 198,000
shares of TPT common equal to 20
per cent of the total outstanding
shares. The other large TPT stock-
holder is Jack Wrather. holding 12
per cent of the outstanding shares.

Theta has a special interest for the
industry because it has an applica-
tion pending before the FCC for the
commercial use of its new short -haul
microwave system.

This system would enable catv op-
erators to cut down the heavy costs
involved in putting cables under-
ground. The microwave towers would
transmit the tv signal over relatively
short distances of five to ten miles.
particularly in large cities. The sig-
nal would then be sent underground
by cable to the home or apartment
where the set was located.

(4) There was widely publized re -

Five -year Summary of TelePrompTer Corp.
/96.1 /96.5 1966 1967

(6 mos.)
1966

(6 mos.)

Sales $4,896,368 $4,461326 85.686.325 $6,595,293 $3,445,555 $3,349,677

Earnings 80,363 401,070 504.321 794,190 684.061 672,967

I)iridend none none none none none none

Price range 6%-4'44 27-6\ 28' :.-107/ 367X4-131',

asonable and the payment machin-
y is practical.
(3) TPT has entered into a special

lationship with Hughes Aircraft
HI). which may be very significant
the future of the industry. Hughes

ircraft is considered one of the
Lion's most advanced technological
rms, particularly in the area of sat-
ite communications.
In fact, Hughes-as mentioned in
is space two weeks ago-is one of
e organizations that has fought for

ports on weiget talks between MGM
and TPT. The disclosure may have
been premature because further men-
tion was never made by spokesmen
of either company and the subject
seems to have vanished from the
pages of the financial press. But,
neither were any denials put forth.

TelePrompTer today. \ 'though
TPT was launched on the basis of a
prompting machine in 1951, that de-
vice accounts for less than one quar-

ter of its annual revenues today. For
1967, the company's sales are ex-
pected to top $7 million and next
year they should exceed $71/2 million.

The catv systems currently account
for about 63 per cent of the business
with the sales of Master Antenna Tv
representing 21 per cent Group Com-
munications, representing closed-cir-
cuit tv among others. 13 per cent and
miscellaneous activities representing
the final 3 per cent.

The Group Communications Divi-
sion stages closed circuit meetings
for such companies as 3M. Buick,
Revlon Allied Chemical and Con-
tainer Corp. of America as well as
sports events such as prize fights,
football games and car racing such
as the Daytona stock car 500.

In his campaigning, Kahn has pre-
dicted that 85 per cent of all tv view-
ing will be via the catv systems by
1977.

Of course, to bring this dream to
realization, Kahn admits it will re-
quire more sympathetic regulatory
action by the FCC, more cooperation
rather than competition from the
telephone companies, reasonable
copyright laws and a helping hand
from the Presidential Task Force on
Telecommunications.

However, with or without these
developments TPT seems to be in a
pretty strong position with several
strong uncles sitting close by.

levision Age, November 20, 1967



Cronkite (Continued from page 29)

for the succeeding time period. And,
indeed, with the right which affiliates
have to excerpt from earlier network
news broadcasts, I have seen pre-
cisely the same film pieces on local
and network broadcasts, sometimes
within mere minutes of one another.

Second, with all that is happening
in this world, what are the considera-
tions on the part of station ownership
and management which lead some-
where between 70 and 80 stations
on the CBS Television Network to
skip the network Saturday News and
the same number to skip the network
Sunday News? And I ask the same
question of NBC affiliates and ABC
affiliates for I find that each network
supplies network news on Saturday
and Sunday and the number of affili-
ates which clear ranges from a low
of 117 to a high of 134.

Is it because none of these six net-
work news broadcasts is very good
or very interesting? Is it because the
national or international news, which
is of such significance five days a
week, is of no significance for 48
hours? Does national and interna-
tional news really take a weekend
holiday? Have each of the three net-
works perhaps picked the wrong time
periods? And if they have what are
the right ones? Or is it for some
other arcane reason which simply
escapes me?

What are the reasons?
I don't know the reasons-any

more than I know the reason why
over half a hundred stations don't
take the CBS news hours which we
say with some pride is the only regu-
larly scheduled weekly primetime
public affairs series in network tele-
vision. I wish I knew the reasons
anyway because these things do
bother us - we the journalists. I
know they bother Station Relations
and Network Sales, but I'm talking
now from the standpoint of us
directly concerned with the problem
of informing an ill -formed public, so
ill-informed that some day we're all
going to be in trouble.

Third, let me turn to an even more
delicate area which mystifies me in
the remote fastnesses of my network
insulation: Why, if a station decides
that our news broadcasts are not
worthwhile clearing, are they still
good enough for the station to ex-

cerpt large hunks for inclusion in
their local broadcasts? I am told that
this does happen. I think I know
partially the answer, but I still find
it hard to understand.

Fourth, there's this explosive ques-
tion-that we may extend (nighttime
network news) to an hour. As far as
I know, this is no more than a gleam
in the eye and a dream in our sleep.
It seems to be limited solely to that
foolish, impractical, parochial band
of eccentrics known as broadcast
journalists. We're all dreaming,
scheming and gleaming. But we find
ourselves headed off at that impass-
able pass called Clearance Gap.

Licensee responsibility

I understand that the Communica-
tions Act says that's not only your
privilege, but your legal right and
your duty because of licensee respon-
sibility. That rests with you, of
course, not with us-and certainly
not with the network news broad-
caster. But what puzzles me is-
what are the components of these
somewhat perhaps premature decis-
ions and opinions on your part on
the hour? Are we forever blocked
out from thinking, dreaming, schem-
ing, gleaming about this? Have some
of you decided that 23 minutes of
national and international news is
already too much? That the times
and the issues don't seem to warrant
more?

Have some of you been told by
your viewers that more than 23 min-
utes exceed the viewers' interest and
attention span? Have some of you

II wishes came true
Offered Aladdin's lamp for a

day, 28.5 per cent of the wo-
men interviewed in four met-
ropolitan areas wished for a
color tv set, according to find-
ings from the fourth annual
Home Care Survey by the
Eureka Williams Co., division
of National Union Electric
Corp.

In Houston, 31 per cent of
the ladies had plans to get
their sets "right soon."

No one wished for a vacuum
cleaner, the survey found,
mainly because 23 per cent of
the women already have two
of them.

decided that an hour of loc
originated news is what joint.'
imperatives and audience appetite
mand while only half that amount
national and international news Ito
all over the globe is enough? Is the
some rationale among some stilt'
owners and managers that a tw
one ratio between local news
international and national news
sound journalism? Is your ratio
perhaps the same as that of a p
lisher of a major newspaper w
once told me that the papee had
fixed maximum quota of 15 per cen
of international news, because it ha(
conducted-get this-a market re
search survey during the Korea
War and learned that the Korea(
War, where American boys w ere

dying, the Korean War, as the pub-
lisher put it, didn't sell?

Well, let me put in there, in ease
anyone misses the point, that thi
is a total abdication of editor
responsibility - and may even
count for some of the difficult%
which many newspapers todaN tin
themselves and which I hope %%e

avoid. Editing by readership survll 0
-or, if you please, by Nielsen-is
denial of our charge of leadershi

News is important

If we pandered solely to majori
taste, it is likely we would car
nothing but murder, rape, ince
divorce and the peccadillos of Holl
wood and cafe society. And I thi
it is to the credit, the everlasti
credit of the three networks, that
this desperate fight for ratings
network has yet-praise God
never-stoop to putting out tablo
evening news journal, which I w o
guarantee would double the ratin
any one of us now enjoys.

I've been taught that a den:ocra
society is workable and viable in
about the proportion that its ci i
zenry is informed. We journalis
believe, as we have to if we're to live
with our conscience, that news is

important, and that electronic news
is particularly important because of
the great reliance the American pub-
lic has in us and the great trust that
they have vested in us. And so I put
these questions because they seem to
us to be important. And they puzzle
us sometimes in cur ignorance, and
you are the ones who know th
answers. I leave you with toe qua
tions and not the answers.
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The Nation Will Breathe Easier

Because You ..The Broadcaster.

Are "Airing The Matter"

"A Matter Of life And Breath"
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These stars have contributed their talent to
make this public service material available
to the broadcasting media.

LEE MARVIN, WALTER BRENNAN, ROBERT MORSE
(all available in 1 -minute spots and
30 -second variations, in color)
ELKE SOMMER (movie trailer)
TWO DOCUMENTARY SPOTS (1 minute, with
20 -second variation) (in color)

PLUS SLIDES. TELOPS, FLIP CARDS AND POSTERS
GREYED AND COLOR.

Produced by
NOWAK ASSOCIATES, N.Y., N.Y.
NORMAN MAURER PRODUCTIONS at
COLUMBIA STUDIOS, Hollywood
BCW PRODUCTIONS at
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS, Culver City
EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTIONS at
SAMUEL GOLDWYN STUDIOS, Hollywood
EVERETT FREEMAN AND MARTY MELCHOR at
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS, Culver City

15 -minute transcribed programs starring:
DAVID ROSE, MEL TORME, SERGIO MENDES,
MICHELE LEE, VIKKI CARR, RAY CHARLES,
KATE SMITH, LEROY VAN DYKE,
plus reminder show with MITCH MILLER.

5 -minute transcribed programs starring:
CY COLEMAN, LENA HORNE. PETER DUCHIN, BUCK OWENS.

Transcription of All -Time Great Hits,
featuring outstanding artists.

Transcription of 25 Celebrity Spot Announcements.

Transcription of 23 Recording Artists'
Announcements for Disc Jockey Shows.

Transcription of 24 Celebrity Reminder
Announcements.

Special Christmas Seal Theme Song
featuring PERCY FAITH.

444 10011

NO.

A. 4110e

LEE MARVIN

Tuberculosis Is Still A Clear

And Present Danger.

Emphysema And Other Respiratory

Diseases Take A Deadly Toll Of

Lives Each Year.

Our Christmas Seal Campaign Is

Designed To Alert The Nation To

Causes, Symptoms, And Medical

Treatment.

The Recorded And Filmed Material

Is Produced With The Highest

Professional Standards. It Is

Fitted To The Holiday Season:

It Seeks To Alert The Viewer

And Listener Without Employing

Sensational Approaches, Morbid

Reflections Or Inducing Fear

Or Panic.

61st ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SEAL CAMPAIGN NOVEMBER 14th through DECEMBER 1967

For network use: Contact Milton Robertson
Director, Radio/Tv/Films
National Tuberculosis Association
1740 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019
Circle 5-8000

For local use: Contact your local Tuberculosis Association
in your own community

Approved by Advertising Council of America

National Tuberculosis Association
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Women (/:ontinued from page 25)

have to offer more than a man," says
Reva Korda.

Mrs. Korda is the only woman
senior vice president at Ogilvy &
Mather, the only woman member of
the board of directors, and the only
woman creative director the agency
has ever had. "It has to be so clear

you are the one to promote," she con-
tinued. "Mediocrity in a man is less
apparent. Women, fewer in number,
are more closely scrutinized. There
are no mediocre women at the top."

Not only must she have more abil-
ity than a man in a comparable job,
she must work harder and stay at one
job level longer, most women say.
"Management tends to advance men

Women in advertising:
One of the executive jobs in ad-

vertising that is usually filled by
women is the casting director. the
agency executive in charge of finding
the right faces for the commercials.

One such lady is Diana Beeton.
who recently joined Foote, Cone &
Belding as casting director. Miss Bee -

ton. who majored in theater arts at
William and Mary. started out in ad-
vertising at Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sam-
ple a decade ago.

She had already gained theatrical
experience as an assistant producer
of The Common Glory, the historical
drama presented every summer in
colonial Williamsburg. From D -F -S
Miss Beeton went to Talent Associ-
ates, where she handled actors' con-
tracts. and from there to Papert,
Koenig. Lois as casting director be-
fore joining FCB.

Why are most of the agency cast-
ing directors women? Miss Beeton
said that men might do as well in
that role, but that the path to ad-
vancement lay elsewhere. She was
perhaps too modest to say that wom-
en may well indeed be particularly
well suited to the job.

The job. when it is well performed.
requires great tact, diplomacy and
intuition. not to mention an intense
interest in people. Anyway, Miss
Beeton would say that "the most im-
portant thing in casting is good
taste."

She added that it's also something
of a public relations skill. "You rep-
resent your agency to thousands of
people. actors, announcers, the thea-
ter generally."

Every day she takes dozens of
phone calls from theatrical hopefuls.
eager to make a buck or a name in
commercials, and perhaps even, as
has happened to a number of com-
mercials actors. be discovered
through exposure in commercials by
some big-time movie director or pro-
ducer.

52

the casting director

DIANA BEETON

What casting directors are looking
for these days, Miss Beeton said, is
character in faces. "Merely pretty
people are less in demand; commer-
cials producers are looking for actors
rather than models."

On file at FCB. Miss Beeton has
thousands of performers. most of
them actors. Also in the files, on film,
are screen tests of hundreds of per-
formers.

Evenings. Miss Beeton goes to as
many plays as she can find time for,
both on and off Broadway. "You
never know when you might find
just the right actor for a particular
job."

Actors are usually used even for
the quasi -documentary. "slice -of -
life" commercials. "Non -pros tend to
fall apart once they're on set," Miss
Beeton said.

When she's not interviewing hope-
fuls. or casting around for a particu-
larly difficult role-once she had to
find a skydiver within 24 hours-
Miss Beeton is either going to plays
or movies or enjoying a relaxed eve-
ning at home in her early -Americana -

filled Manhattan apartment.
Weekends, she often goes down to

her parents' farm in Maryland for
a bit of skeet shooting, or, in the
summer, she goes sailing or game -
fishing off the south shore of Long
Island.

faster" notes Polly Langbort, grow
supervisor at Young & Rubicam, "be
cause they're afraid of losing them.

Talking about comparative pa,
scales, she said there's a tendenc'
to look upon women as transient hell
in their early career years, so tha
their pay at first is lower than men's
"It takes time for the woman tt
make it clear to management that
she intends to stay." Then, said tht
Y&R executive, the pay catches up.

Even if she has all the qualifica
tions and is willing to make all th(
sacrifices, "there s only so far she
can go," Shirley Polykoff believes.
Vice president and associate creative
director at Foote, Cone & Belding,
famous for her Clairol commercials,
AAF's 1967 Advertising Woman of
the Year, and probably one of the
beet known agency women today,
Mrs. Polykoff feels she has gone as
far in the agency business as a w
man can go, "unless she buys h
own agency."

"What still hangs on is not mixin
women with big business, which
sort of ridiculous because that's Ivh
they are! But male management h
certain unconscious reservations.
woman has to be especially good,
cause they don't want her to beg'
with!"

She has to prove herself, but th
may be justified to some extent. On
highly placed male executive sat

"Management has been hurt by wo
men who have not taken their caree
seriously.

"We take the time to train the
and then the girls go off to hay
babies and our training investment
time and money goes down th
drain."

As many men leave
On the other hand, women mak

the point that training programs los
an equal number of men to better o
more lucrative Fositions at other
agencies.

"And women are more reliable,"
Mrs. Korda asserts. "Women's work
records are as good as men's. In soy
experience they are better! You'll s
little girls trudging to work through
snow -storms while men call up that
they're 'snowed ;n.' Girls who have
children are reluctant about takin
off just because they know the corn
pany knows they do have kids."

That's called overcompensating
Like an minority group, women

Television Age, November 20, 196
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asiness have a stereotype to live
mwn. When they say they have to
fer more in order to prove them-

lves, they are referring, in part, to
e job of breaking down pre-estab-
shed psychological attitudes:
Women have no head for business.

hey don't really want careers.
fey re just waiting to get marriec .

they're supplementing their hus-
and's income. Their families come
rst. They're emotional.
It's not so much the characteristics,

mt the way they are interpreted. "A
an is aggressive, a woman, pushy,"
me media director illustrates. "Men
Dn't believe we know anything about
oney," Mrs. Polykoff asserts. "And
ley say we talk too much. Yet, I

mow many men with frivolous repu-
stions."
The image of the emotional female
the hardest myth of all to dispel.

Nomen don't really cry," Polly
angbort remarked. "Given the same
tuation, however, if a woman gets
ngry, they say she's emotional. A
man is merely aggressive."
Noted one Chicago copy super-

isor, "Women are a peculiar pack-
ge. They can say something with
rmness and it sounds lika anger.
oncern sounds like they're ready to
low their stacks. The biggest prob-
e.' is learning how to be firm about
mmething in a way people read a.
rmness."
A woman, in other words, has to

vercompensate. She has to be a liv-
'mg model of everything men believe
he isn't. She has to be twice as calm
m order to overcome management's
mdency to type her as emotional.

Twice as organized

She also has to be twice as or-
anized in order to avoid being called
rrational, twice as committed in or-
Ler to avoid being classed as not
!edicated, twice as good to make
hem overlook the fact that she is a
voman. And she must do all this
vithout losing her basic sense of
emininity.

Most women warn the biggest mis-
ake a girl can make is to act like a
nan. "That's one of the most unat-
ractive things for a woman," admits
3eryl Seidenberg, media director at
imith-Greenland. This is less the re-
sult of the stereotyppe than of the
mrototypes society sets up for itself.

"A woman who isn't always a lady

is a most unattractive person," Miss
Seidenberg adds. "Instead of win-
ning the respect of superiors and co-
workers, it alienates them.

"Unfortunately," she observed, "a
woman has to be three times as
aggressive as a man to make it in
business. If she lets it show, it's
too bad." Observed Mary Ayres,
senior vice president at SSC&B,
"Competing in an aggressive business
environment while remaining a lady
is an art in itself."

Media is perhaps the one area in
agency life where it is most difficult
to maintain that balance. "The nature
of media buying is high strung,
tense," explains Rosanne Gordon,
media director at Chalek & Dreyer.

"A buyer handles a lot of money
and is constantly negotiating with
men. Since she has to be firm, she
risks developing a certain hardness.
There's a tendency to take advantage
to tell men Iv here to get off."

`Mediocrity in a man is
less apparent. Women,
fewer in number, are
more closely scrutinized.
There are no mediocre
women at the top.'

Several media women have fright-
ening reputations. The word at rep
firms is, never send a new salesman
to these women. "They'll tear hint
apart," says one rep spokesman.
"They'll emasculate any man who
gets in their way."

"You must never forget you are a
lady first," says Miss Gordon, who
believes femininity isn't an impos-
sible task, even for a woman in
media. "I've worked for so many
women in this business, it gives me
a pretty good picture.

"Beryl Seidenberg is an example.
There's a real lady and a highly
skilled media person to boot." Other
women who rate high among their
female colleagues are Shirley Poly-
koff, Kay Daly, and Reva Korda.

A woman must be secure both in
her abilities and in her femininity.
That's a combination few women can
boast about. "Most women in busi-
ness are insecure," maintains Miss
Gordon.

Doris DeHoff, account executive at

Doyle Dane Bernbach adds, "I have
to admit I think the ones who have
made it have done so despite the fact
they are women."

The fact is, a woman may have the
necessary super -ability, super -energy.
super -confidence, and super-feminin-
ity, and still not make it, these
women say. "She still has a hard fight
to overcome well -entrenched manage-
ment policy," one woman complains.

"She's cast as a woman first, an
employee second." Opportunities for
advancement are greatest, most wom-
en say, in those areas where a wom-
an's viewpoint is most obviously
needed, less so in areas where a man
can do as good a job.

More women in copy
There are more women in top

positions in copy than in any other
area of agency work, spokesmen say.
"Some agencies were notoriously
prejudiced against using women,"
Doris DeHoff recalls. "But they had
to face the fact that a woman's view-
point is essential.

"A man can talk about Brillo, but
unless he's used it, he has no idea
what it's all about. Only a woman
knows what appeals to other women."

Women are particularly vociferous
about the inability of men to write
effective commercial copy for wom-
en's products. "What amazes me," Jo
Foxworth observed, "is that there
aren't more women in the food and
soap areas.

"A lot of terrible ads are being
done by men, awful slice -of -life
things that turn out to be just a slics
of baloney!"

Jane Trithey agrees. "Women don't

IN SIOUX CITY IOWA

1E11
Ic"""" "

a meg -await of

One Million Watts of Soles Power
Represented by National Television Sale,
Bob Donovan, General Manager
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discuss their wash over the morning
cup of coffee. It's totally unreal. But
that's what a man thinks a woman is
doing at home. You get a more hon-
est reading from a woman writer."

Mary Ayres suggests the tendency
of management to rely on women for
intuition alone might be part of the
problem. "The detergent business is
a numbers game," she explained.
"Most packaged goods are concen-
trated in massive, numbers -oriented
companies.

"They're not concerned with estab-
lishing audience empathy." It's the
problem of the stereotype again.
Woman supposedly have no bead for
figures.

One female copy chief, however,
offers an interesting example of what
can happen to the advertiser who
ignores the woman's viewpoint. "I
suggested to a hosiery client that he
give stockings a porcelain look.

"To a man, porcelain means the
porcelain tiles in the hathrocm. He
went tearing out of the room to get
a dictionary. Anyway, they didn't
adopt the idea, but one of their com-
petitors did. and with a good deal of
success.

"Male associations are different.
They couldn't see that to a woman,
porcelain means fine china."

In the areas of fashion. cosmetics.
and package goods. many clients feel
more confident with a woman on the
copy staff. "She represents the mar-
ket they want to reach." Peggy Prag
explained.

Media and account management
are more difficult to break into.
"Media has been like a closed door
for so long," Mrs. Polykoff observed.
This is interesting, because some
years back. media was considered the
best place for a woman to get F tar ted.

When agencies were smaller

"That was when agencies were
smaller," Miss Seidenberg explained.
"Today, large agencies have set up
training programs which specify
men. They just won't invest the
money to train a woman past a cer-
tain point.

"Chances for advancement come
more slowly. A man can move out
and double his salary. But it's diffi-
cult for a woman in media to transfer
at top level in big agencies. They
might advance her from within, but
that takes 20 to 30 years."

Ro Gordon moved up through

small agencies, and she feels that
while a media director at a small
agency might not earn as much, at
least she has the opportunity to do
responsible work, something which
few woman at larger agencies get a
chance to do.

Before joining Chalek & Dreyer,
Miss Gordon worked for a short time
at Doyle Dane Bernbach. But she left
after two months. "I was used to
buying 150 cities in a week, not 15
in a month. she explained.

"In a small agency, you have to be
an all -media person, involved in all
facets of advertising." There are also
fewer rungs to the top, she pointed
out.

"The media supervisor is usually
immediately under the media direc-
tor. But media director is as far as
she can go. A woman isn't usuall
part of the management team."

Hope Martinez, associate media
director at BBDO, doesn't agree with
those who say media is a closed door.
"Media is the area for women, be-
cause men want to get out ai.d into
account work. Everyone can't write
creative copy. Buying is a highly
skilled profession, and good buyers
are hard to come by. Any woman
who wants to make it can."

Better at media details

Another top media executive at a
top agency, Jackie DaCosta, says
women are frequently better equip-
ped than men to handle media details.
"Women can shine best in detail
work. better than men. Employers
have begun to realize that. and their
attitudes are changing."

She admits, however. that women
in media have a hard time moving
up. "They can move into a supervis-
or's job by moving to another
agency. There are some media direc-
tors at small agencies, but they can't
move above the position of associate
director at the larger ones."

Outside of the creative area. the
stigma against mixing women with
big business becomes increasingly
apparent. In media, as well as in
account management, where numbers
are important and dollars hang in
the balance, management both within
the agency and at the client is more
comfortable with a man.

"Clients have great confidence in
a woman's aesthetic judgment," ex-
plained Peggy Prag, vice president
and copy supervisor at Papert, Koe-

nig, Lois, "but not in her supervisor
abilities."

Miss Prag feels there's some justi
fication for this in the fact tha
women are not too frequently trainee
for management. "It requires son,
training in business administration

hich not too many women have.'
In addition, top media and accaun

positions involve a great deal of dim
contact, late meetings, out -of -kiwi
trips. "Clients feel uncomfortable al

top level meetings with women,"
Seidenberg feels.

Comeraderie and social ties

"There's a certain amount of ( ntl

eraderie. of building good social ti
with the client. The men will fr
quently go out drinking together,
Have a night on the town."

Social factors are very importa
in business. Mrs. Polykoff agie
"Contact jobs are the hardest fo

women. Account executives aren't
encouraged. The field is almost im-
possible to get into."

There is some loom for women
fashion accounts. many note. "Yo
find a woman at a small fashi
agency or on the single isolated f
ion account at a large agency," M
Prag said.

That depends, however, on wh'
agency you're talking about. M
Ayres believes she has "more
account executives than any of
agency in town. And they're
tops."

Opportunities in all areas of agen

work are looking up for those wom
who have what it takes. "Today. t
ski's the limit." Mrs. Korda ey.claii
ed.

One of the chief reasons, six fee

is that there is a greater need fo
talent today than ever before. an
management will take it where th
can find it.

"There's more of a chance at to
jobs now," Mrs. Korda noted. "b
cause there are fewer people in th

35 to 45 age bracket, both men an
women. It goes hack to the depr
sion years. when people were havin
fewer children. Those kids compri
today's executive age bracket. S

management has to use women."
Kay Daly, vice president, creativ

services at Revlon, formerly agenc
executive on the account, and one o
the highest paid female executives
the country, points out anoth
reason doors may be opening up
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fbere has been a change ;n ad%er-

lbw philosophy.
'There's less and less dependence

3 formal research and more need
r intuithe. creative thinking. .%

°man becomes a partieularl% good
wet. She's less prone to analyze rou-

ne research and come up with rou-
ne answers."

Something new happening

N. \\ . Ayer's Jean Simpson was
rhap- die most optimistic of all.

iomething very new and wonderful
hatqWIIIII;2 to women in business,"

re noted. "I have seen women do so
ell in every phase of agency- opera -
on. 1,.,..k at Mary Wells. Isn't that
eamiful! She did it on a scale any
ne would he proud to equal."
How does a woman do it? By ping-

ing. pros mg. and hoping male man-
gement w ill overlook the fact that
le's a woman Pahl concentrate on
le fact that she is an able. dedicated.
ell.qualified emplo%ce. "1 ou have

I handle initial contact %1 ith clients

nil top managemeni Y cr% delicately
[ail you can estahli-li mutual respect
nd rapport." a w oman media execu-
ye points out. -1 tilt if you know
our job. just -Iwo% it and keep
mwc.

t emlidencr. haniiiiiiih. Those
his Make it :11'e Ileel% Mg of a great
cal of respect. liecauh.e they bane to

!Irt more of ecr II,ne;!. V. hay Daly
..uts it. -It take. .0 lot of guts. energy.
nd mabe a neurotic need io excel
n :ill fields. It takes a certain set Of
ere-. and the., aiint man%

11.1%, it.-

I piece (if the tictiott

tic mason we had people
in our urban ghetto areas
strike out V1011'1111y the way
they did is that these people.
:afflicted by poserh. were not
sharing in the affluent world
we have been talking about --
and they do want to be part
of this world. In simple terms
the% wanted part of the action
that they see on their televisi
sets."

--Kevin Dailey. vice presi-
dent I. Walter Thompson. ad-
dressing The National Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists on the
role of advertising.

Specials (Continued from page 27)

about a mortuary in Omaha which
rapidly learned the same lesson.

In 1965, the John A. Gentleman
Mortuary started on tv by purchasing
two half-hour specials about Vietnam
on KNITV. They were presented on
Christmas and New Year's Eve. The
next year the sponsor repeated that
pattern, but this year he has con-
tracted for six additional specials
plus the two shows on Vietnam. Con-
sistency plus primetime exposure
have also proven attractive sales bait
to institutional advertisers which have
not used the medium too intensively.
The Houston Power and Light Co.
was out of tv for two years until it
was sold a series of ten half-hour
documentaries on KPRC-TV Houston.

Behind this greater repetition of
institutional messages are two fac-
tors. On the one hand, many of these
advertisers are faced with increasing
competition. On the other, there is
the increasing nee.] for an improved
image. which adept use of tv can pro-
ide.

Challenges to complacency
terms of marketing, the utilities

and the banks, for example, cannot
to be complacent. Gas for

cooking is being challenged by dec-
al i, its : in heating for the home, fuel
oil must now bee back the inroads
of ,lectricitv and gas. The local util-
it% no longer feels that the rational
campaign staged by the industry
as-ociation on network tv is sufficient.

Thus many local utilities now join
forces to co-sponsor public affairs
series Pittsburgh Natural, Peoples,
Columbia and Equitable gas com-
panies have been rotating sponsor-
ship of 10 of 12 documentaries titled
The Unfinished American Revolu-
tion on kukx-Tv Pittsburgh.

Not only is the competition within
the banking field more intensive, but
credit card companies have come
upon the scene to cut into the use of
checks. So banks have become even
better prospects as sponsors of public
service series. And credit earl firms
have also become buyers. In Balti-
more. NAC Charge bought an entire
package of public affairs paesenta-
lions during last The buy, 011
%1 it -TV, 1114'11111(41 weekly half-hour
Omnibus ty pe show centered on the
elk. two IS -minute specials about
major local news events and Break-
through, a 90 -minute special which

was presented every six or eight
weeks and covered major issues in
the central Maryland area.

Tv has also benefited from com-
petition in the metals industry. Steel
has been gradually losing its markets
to newer metals such as aluminum
and synthetic: metal substitutes. So
Metron. Inc., a distributor of steel
for industrial buildings sponsored
WBTV Reports on the Charlotte sta-
tion. as well as a sports package to
reach men.

The public affairs programming
deals with issues plaguing this coun-
try as never before-scenic and en-
vironmental pollution, crime, the re-
bellion of youth, the proliferating use
of drugs, and subjects which touch
the most serious problem of the day
-the racial conflict.

In some cases, institutional adver-
tisers have not backed away from
sponsoring shows which contain con-
troversy. Programs that deal with
housing and slums often implicitly
condemn political inaction at City
Hall: those which deal with environ-
mental pollution may blame a specific
industrial firm.

Vietnam has provided much ma-
terial. The most successful of these
are those in which the news director
is sent to the war zone to interview
local boys who are fighting.

Doesn't expect high ratings
lo most cas,:s. the advertiser

doesn't expect to get high ratings.
He knows that primetime scheduling
will bring his message before a size-
able audience and thus is satisfied.
In some cases, however, such public
affairs programming gets surpris-
ingly good ratings. In Philadelphia,
the Philadelphia Gas Works spon-
sored on wFtt..-Ty Assignment: The
City. In this series. "People, Housing
and Hopes" received a 10 rating and
a 23 share of audience, "Attack on
Crime." a 19 rating with a 31 share,
and "1717 Randolph Street," a 16
rating and a 33 share, according to
the American Research Bureau. These
programs tied or outrated such shows
as Tarzatt, Daniel Boone and Beverly
Hillbillies.

In practically all cases, these pro-
grams are created by the news and
public affairs departments of these
stations. They are presented in color,
and virtually all carry institutional
commercials. Such programs are
proving that public service can suc-
ceed on many levels.
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Salary (Continued from page 23)

show clearly a major reason for the
salary differential. Women are more
likely to be media directors at small
agencies. All except two of the wom-
en media directors earning under
$7,500 are from agencies billing un-
der $5 million. The two exceptions
are with agencies in the $5-10 million
class.

Further, women media directors
are almost entirely confined to ad
houses billing less than $25 million.
Of the 33 women media directors
answering the survey (compared
with 101 male media directors), only
one worked for a firm billing in the
$25-50 million category.

Among the male media directors,
two make more than $50,000 annu-
ally. However, one of these is an
agency president, his firm falling in
the $1-5 million category. One other
respondent in the survey doubles as
agency president and media director.
Running an agency which bills less
than $1 million a year, he recorded
his salary at between $12,500 and
$15,000.

One of the survey questions asked:
"What effect is the computer having
on your job level?" In the majority
of cases-and this was true across
all job levels-the answer was that
there is no effect-or none yet.

As might be expected, the smaller
the agency the greater the "no effect"
response. One out of four media di-
rectors, one out of three intermediate
executives and one out of five buyers
indicated the computer is having
some in their job areas.

Computer a benefit

Almost to a man, media directors
who said there was some effect, pro-
nounced the computer a benefit. One
comment spoke of the "increasing
importance of relating media buys
to sales data and geographical de-
finitions of prime markets."

Another said the computer, al-
though the agency was just begin-
ning to use it, "already allows much
more time for essential basic plan-
ning and consideration of more alter-
natives."

A lone nay -sayer from an over
$100 million agency complained of
the time spent in resolving policy
and administrative problems created
by the computer.

A large majority of intermediate
executives find the impact of the
computer is all to the good. Some
typical comments: "Saving typing
and clerical time." "Insures buying
accuracy to goals, budgets." "A
great aid in planning." "Quicker re-
sults-thoroughness." "Given me
more time for decision -making."

Among the negative comments:
"Screwing it up!" "Confusion!"
"Many, many headaches as far as
billing and estimating are con-
cerned." "Limiting opportunity for
applying experienced judgement in
media planning and selection."

Media buyers were about evenly
split as to positve and negative ef-
fects of the computer. Said one: "It
is standardizing evaluation criteria."
Said another: "Allows more work to
be done more accurately." And a
third: "Eliminates some of the detail
work."

On the negative side: "The hours
get longer." "More trouble than it's
worth." "Less job opportunities:
more emphasis on numbers." "It's
making it more chaotic."

Enough leeway

The question on whether buyers
are given enough leeway in making
decisions resulted in a clear-cut
"yes." This answer came from 91:1
per cent of the media directors. 84.4
per cent of intermediate -level execu-
tives and 77.5 per cent of buyers.

As indicated in the tabulation.
large agency media directors are
unanimous and the percentage de-
clines a bit as the agency size de-
clines.

In general, the breakdown of an-
swers by job title and agency size
is predictable. While the buyers are
less satisfied with their decision -mak-
ing responsibilities than their supe-
riors, they do not exactly present the
picture of a group ready for mutiny.
In all, the buyer seems satisfied with
his lot.

NBC and how it grew
Forty-one years of gro,11,

marked NBC's broadcasting an-
niversary Nov. 15. What start-
ed in 1926 in New York's old
Waldorf-Astoria with a net-
work of 25 stations has bloss-
omed into 417 affiliates in both
radio and tv networks.

Best Foods (From page 30)

terest, according to Dennis C. Beau.
mont, assistant advertising directot
of Best Foods, is the rising cost of tv
and an apparent increase in efforts
to develop tv franchises. One result
is an increase in tv pageants.

The promotional mills for the Col-
lege Queen pageant start grinding
about a half year before the selection
of the queen. Press releases kick it
off followed by ads in college news-
papers. This year the ads appeared
in early February in 260 college pub-
lications. These contain application
blanks which an aspiring queen or
her friends or relatives can fill out.
To assure an adequate volume of ap-
plications and to bring the pageant to
the attention of college authorities,
deans, faculty advisors and others g
notices of the upcoming event.

Picking a queen
Applicants must be between 17 an

22, registered in an accredited colleg
and unmarried. They receive a

eight -page questionnaire, which ask
in addition to vital statistics, quc
tions about the co-ed's scholastic a
complishments, talents, hobbies an
civic work.

Winners are picked for each state.
In the 10 states which represent abou
half of all consumers and about tha
proportion of Best Foods business,
panel of judges did the preliminar
screening this year, picking four can
didates from each state. In-store an
on -campus balloting then chose
single winner in each state. In th
other 40 states. the preliminary wi
ners from the balloting came to Ne
York and a national screening pane
picked the state 1% inner.

In-store balloting was held for th
first time this year. Together with th
promotional impact of the upcomin
network showing, this enabled Be
Foods to go after special displays
in a big way. In the past, the com-
pany had to be satisfied with shelf
talkers and the like. The drive for
displays was concentrated in the 10
key states. among them California,
New York and Pennsylvania. The
final tally: nearly 5,000 displays
Says Robert A. Dobbins, Best Foods
ad director: "The in-store promotion
is accepted on its merits and, there-
fore. does not require us to accom-
pany the, promotion with the usual
off -label, cents -off promotion usually
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1NE HELP"OUP OWN"
That's Why You And Your Family
Can Receive the Finest
Hospital Care Known
For Any Lung Ailment

AT ABSOLUTELY NO COST!
A show business tradition which grows more remarkable

and more meaningful with every season is the Will Rogers
Hospital at Saranac Lake, N.Y. It belongs to you-the people
working in Broadcast, a part of the Entertainment Commu-
nications Industry Family.

Through the Will Rogers Fund, you and every adult
member of your family can receive-absolutely free-the
finest diagnosis and treatment known for any lung disease.

The Fund enabled Will Rogers researchers to make
encouraging progress toward their goal of developing a cure
for tuberculosis. Their work now encompasses related
fields: emphysema, lung cancer, chronic bronchitis and
other serious lung diseases.

We in the industry own and operate Will Rogers Hos-
pital for the protection of "Our Own". The Hospital's finan-
cial support is directed and fostered only by people working
in the Entertainment/Communications field -a tradition
unknown in any other industry. Should the need ever arise,
the Will Rogers Hospital is your hospital, and when you
give to the Will Rogers Fund you share the benefits of im-
proved medical knowledge with people throughout the world.
"Give the Breath of Life" by giving to the Will Rogers Fund.
Your contribution will help everyone to breathe easier.

VIOLL ROGERS
MEtAOROAL FUND !!.

NAT'ONAL OFFICE 250 WEST 57th STREET,-, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

ffete'e Nty Ceithibutisit IN SUPPORT OF THE HEALING, RESEARCH AND TEACHING
PROGRAM OF THE ENTERTAINMENT -COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY'S

WILL ROGERS HOSPITAL AND O'DONNELL MEMORIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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$
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required to obtain additional in-store
displays today."

However, because of the problems
of ballot box stuffing, Best Foods will
not repeat in-store balloting next
year. How this will effect store dis-
plays remains to be seen.

Publicity benefits begin with the
announcement of each year's pageant
but really mount up when the pre-
liminary state winners are chosen.
Newspapers run features on local can-
didates and profiles of state queens.
Tv and radio stations interview the
undergraduate royalty and sometimes
send news crews to the airports to
catch them on film or tape when they
take off to New York for the finals.

Product promotion at this stage is
low-key, explains Beaumont. The
company steers clear of over -exploi-
tation in general to get cooperation
from as many schools as possible. In
some respects, Best Foods plays an
almost passive role to avoid commer-
cializing the event.

The finalists spend 10 days at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York
City in 10 competitive events. They
also tour the city, dine at famous
restaurants and take trips to the
theater. Hostesses are with the girls
at all times to help avoid embarrass-
ing and unfavorable publicity. A
wing of the hotel is set aside for
them. The company has made con-
sumer studies in which other hotels
were tested for prestige, but found
nothing tops the Waldorf in this
department.

Competitive events

The competitive events are scored
with first, second and third place
awards and this is audited independ-
ently by Arthur Young and Co., a
leading accounting firm.

Two events are tied in with the
sponsor-a Rit color coordination
test and a cook -in. The recipes that
result, say Beaumont, get an "amaz-
ing" pickup in the press. While there
is no rule about using Best Foods
products, the girls usually get the
message. There is also a safe driving
test under simulated conditions, fo-
rums on education, campus life, cur-
rent events, general knowledge, career
goals, fashions and good grooming
and written and photo essays. The
judges are from the academic wo'rld,
journalism and other specialized
fields.

This year's winner-Judy Hill of

Discussing state winners o/ their Col-
lege Queen Pageant are Robert A.
Dobbin, director o/ advertising, I.,

and John M. Volhardt, vice president
and national marketing director, Best
Foods.

Yakima. \\ ash., a home economics
major from the University of Wash-
ington, Seattle-was announced on a
a one -hour special aired June 16 at
10 p.m. and hosted by Robert Goulet.
She won a trip to Europe, a new car.
a complete wardrobe and 10 shares
in Corn Products Co.

Extensive publicity, of course, fol-
lowed. This will include appearances
in the Tournament of Roses and
Macy's parades plus an appearance
in the Orange Bowl festivities this
year. Miss Hill, like her predecessors,
has also been appearing at state fairs.
It is a rule, however, that none of the
pre- or post -pageant activity must
interfere with any candidate's or win-
ner's studies.

The Tournament of Roses parade
has become somewhat of a tradition
for Best Foods. The company de-
scribes it as the "perfect setting" for
their products - "a festive holiday
mood created by one of the world's
most colorful pageants received in
the warmth of a living room with the
delicious aroma of the soon -to -be -
enjoyed feast sifting through the
house."

The audience attracted to tire NBC
show was not sensational, but it
wasn't bad, either. The national Niel-
sen rating was 12.5 and the share
27.1 as against the Friday night
movie, Gidget Goes To Rome, on
CBS -TV, which got a 16.6 rating and
35.9 share, and The Avengers on
ABC-TV. which received a 10.7
rating and a 23.2 share.

As might be expected, the show

appealed best to older adults.
attracted 14.5 per cent of women 50
and over, 12.5 per cent of men
between 50 and 64 and 19.6 per
cent of men 65 and older. The
percentages of women under 35,
working women and teenagers were
11, 10.8 and 10.2, respectively.

Other demographics: biggest audi.
ences were in the "C" counties an4
among lower income hour, holds.
The show scored better among small
and large households than among
intermediate i three- and four -mem-
ber) size families.

In the 30 -market Nielsen, thy show
ranked third with a 10.8 rating and
a 23.1 share. However, it was for
all practical purposes tied for fir
place in the important New Yor
market. where the metro rating m
11.2 and the share 22.4. Competiti
included baseball on two of the ind
pendent channels.

Though Best Foods has a speci
interest in the college girl, she is
no means its prime interest. Actuall
the company seek-' to appeal to t

entire family and spent $10 milli
in spot tv and $3 million in netwo
tv in 1966 to reach both sexes an
all ages.

Heavy in daytime
It is a heavy daytime network ad-

vertiser and spreads its messages
through the entire 10 a.m.-4:30 pan.
span. It has used about 30 different
shows this year-soap operas. game
shows, news and network re -runs.
This pool, in which products are
shifted around to get wide reach. is
supplemented by nighttime buys tq

reach the light viewers among hou
wives, working women, men and ch
dren. The latter two groups. for ex-
ample, are important influences in

the purchase of peanut butter and
nuts. As for programming, Rest

Food considers specials a good liuy
for its purposes.

Tv is far from the ideal medium
for the college girl. She can't watch
daytime tv much and she's not a
heavy viewer at night. Nor. says
Beaumont, can she be reached well
through magazines, though she may
read back -to -school issues avdly for;
fashion tips. So the pageant makes 4
lot of marketing sense. True, the cok
lege girl is not under the compel -
lions of a housewife and, her.ce, no
likely to rush out and buy a II

Foods brand for the family. B
Best Foods is looking ahead.
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ine years ago Malcolm Gordon
was a raw agenc) trainee in -

rested in account work. Today he
media director of Fuller & Smith
Ross. New York. responsible for

acing some $60 million in adver-
ting.
His appointment. though it took

feet in September. was not an-
iunced until early this month, one

those delayed -action events that
suits from the public relations
eory that news should be parcelled
it evenly-and not bunched-so
at people don't forget you.
Gordon is only 33 but he's had a
ralth of experience in media-both
oadcast and print and both con-
imer and industrial. Like many. if
it most. people in media. he drifted
to it. After all. who starts out in
re determined to be a media di-
ctor?

t an% rate. there he was in 1958.
just out of the army (he had

'en in CIC. the Counter -Intelligence
orps, very hush-husht and looking
ound for a job.
He had by this time decided he'd

.e to go into advertising and so he
rote to a number of agencies and
it a number of answ ers. The way
ordon explains it, it was just a

atter of picking the agency he
anted.
He picked Benton & Bowles and

very glad he did. As part of the
&B executive trainee course, he
acted out in the media research
-partment as a media analyst, which
hviously sounds a lot better than

really was because the next step
p was assistant buyer. He found
e liked media buying. So Gordon
a: launched. Five years later he
as at F&S&R.
Today he supervises the buying

f more business advertising than
ty other agency. but more than a
'tarter of F&S&R's billings are in

His agency would like to up that
ercentage. and Gordon's perform-
nce will no doubt play an impor-
Int part in that effort.
It would be more precise to say

iat F&S&R would like to increase

In the picture

its consumer product billings. A

couple of years ago the agency set
up two divisions-consumer adver-
tising and business advertising.

Gordon's predecessor. Michael
Keenan, was just moved up to

the top spot in the consumer division.
As a media man. Keenan is not likely
to overlook that function in proving
F&S&R's competence to potential and
existing clients.

Gordon runs a department where
the media buyer has as much. if not
more, responsibility as he has any-
where. The change to the two -divi-
sion structure was accompanied by a
new approach in the media depart-
ment. This increased the planning
responsibilities of buyers.

There had been media supervisors
over groups of accounts (and over
several buyers) who aid the planning.
Under the new setup. there were as-
sociate media directors I the media
supervisor title was eliminated t and
a buying function under them.

One of the responsibilities of the
buyer is to write the media plan.
under of course. the guidance and
supervision of the associate media
director.

The reasons for this change? The
size of F&S&R was one. As a medium -
size agency. F&S&R is trying to in-
crease the effectiveness of its exist-
ing manpower. Another reason was
the fact that the media director at
the time had come, as did Gordon,
from Benton & Bowles, where the
buyer had such responsibilities as
writing the media plan.

I n the final analysis, says Gordon.
"it's the way the agency looks at

the buyer." The agency did not bring
in new people to implement the new
approach. "Our buyers already had
the necessary experience."

Gordon feels that it's the agency
attitude, rather than the growing
complexity of information the buyer
handles. which determines bow much
responsibility the buyer gets.

As for computers, he acknowledges
that they will have an impact on the
buyer but doesn't see any indication

MALCOLM CORDON
A media director at 33

they will affect the buyer's import-
ance.

He has no doubt that EDP will
play a growing role in analyzing
media but feels it will be a long time
before the high-speed machines will
routinely hell) in making major
media decisions. still don't
have enough information for that."
He says the agency is "investigating"
the use of computers in media but
hasn't gotten deeply into the subject.

Mal Gordon is a native New
Yorker. attended Brooklyn

College and worked for a spell at
Dun & Bradstreet. During his four -
)ear stint at Benton & Bowles he
handled such accounts as American
Safety Razor, Mutual of New York.
IBM and Philip Morris.

He was a senior buyer when he
left B&B for Doyle Dane Bernbach.
where he had the same function.
Among his accounts at Doyle Dane
were Rival. General Mills and
Clairol. After about a year, he moved
to F&S&R as a media supervisor.

He lives on Long Island with his
wife and two children-a boy, three.
and a girl, six months-in a house
which keeps him occupied and happy.

Gordon is a do-it-yourselfer, has
a workshop in the basement and helps
keep his weight down by such pro-
jects as finishing a playroom and
paneling a den. "When you're build-
ing," he says. "you don't have time
to eat."
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THE LIGHTER SIDE In camera
Even though it's not Christmas, we

have just gotten in word that
there's goodwill in tv-land. It seems
the WFTV Orlando, Fla., an ABC-TV
affiliate, has the only tv set in the
passenger areas of Orlando's McCoy
Jetport. It's normally fixed -tuned to
the station's channel 9 signal. But
while the World Series was on the
air, the station arranged to have the
set tuned to the NBC-TV affiliate,
channel 2. (wrrv's publicity people
couldn't bear to mention the com-
petitive call letters, which just be-
tween us, are WESH-TV. Goodwill is
one thing, but there's a limit.)

"I tell my wife who's boss,- saes
CBS -TV star Red Skelton. "I simply
say, 'You're the boss.' "

A professor appearing on a local
television show about music com-
pared the sound of the Beatles with
music of the past. He concluded they
belong somewhere between the 14th
and 17th Centuries but we feel that's
wishful thinking.

Art Linkletter asked a nine -year -

old appearing on House Party if he
knew how to remove air from a flask.
"You fill the flask with water," the
boy said, "tip the water out and put
in the cork quick."

An upcoming Who, What, When,
Where, Why, With Harry Reasoner,
to appear on CBS -TV November 28
will be titled "An Essay on Chairs."

It will be a collaboration of news
correspondent Reasoner and produc-
er Andrew Rooney. More than 300
chairs will be seen on the program,
but Rooney estimates there are "99
chairs for every one of us."

Some of the chairs to be discussed
include chairs nobody sits in, the
kitchen chair, the chair you come
home to, lawn chairs, and chairs that
may be seen in dentists' offices, beau-
ty parlors, theaters, palaces, offices,
backyards, airplanes, in homes-
everywhere.

They're leaving out the most im-
portant chair of all-the chair to
watch television in.

Said It John Schimel on a se
cent Merl Griffin Show segm
"We act about money the way
Victorians acted about sex."

Which. Victorians is he ralkinp
about ---the ones in novels publishea
a 100 years ago or those in books
published nowadays by Grove Press?

Like many writers for teley i,ion,
Allan Baker and William Woodfield,
who script Mission Impossihle for
CBS -TV, start with a gimmick and
then write a show around it. One of
their recent episodes was built aroundll
a cat belonging to Hollywood animal
trainer Frank Inn.

Recounted Baiter in a press re-
lease: When we heard about this
cat, we had him brought into execu-
tive producer Bruce Geller's office.
On command, the cat opened a lady's
purse and removed a string of pearls,
turned on the television set and did
other stunts. So our problem wa, to
write a story using the cats ,kills
logically-that is, having hint help
our stars by doing things that hu-

cannot
Sounds silly. Any human can bike

a string of pearls out of a hylv's
purse and then turn on a television
set. al I

Boston-, IVIIMI-TV aired com-
plaints this month from resident, of
Webster on What's Your Gripe? It
seems they're up in arms over a pro-
posal to fill in several acres of that
community 's most famous tourist at-
traction - Lake Chargoggogoman-
chaugagogchaubunagungamaug.
When someone is in a hurry. it's
known as Webster Lake.

Highway engineers want to roil-
struct an exit ramp off the new
Route 52 through Lake Charg...ith,
Webster Lake, but townspeople con-
tend such a move would destroy the
natural beauty of the spot as well as
wipe out several business establish-
ments and other properties that
stand in the way of the proposed
ramp. They suggested the ramp be
located instead a short distance away
through what is presently an uninha-
bited swamp.

The sooner they get rid of that
lake, the better.

Ise
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